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EDITOR’S NOTE
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The Prime Ministers ‘Swach Bharat Abhiyan’
(Clean India Campaign) is unexceptionable. It is
potentially transformational in so much as it
seeks to change attitudes and mindsets. In their
personal life and in their own homes, Indians
are perhaps the cleanest people in the world.
This however, does not translate into the public
space, where little thought is given to keeping
the environment clean. As such, the task for the
nation is clearly stupendous.

For a campaign of such nature to succeed,
covering over 1.3 billion people, each and every
segment of society has to be involved. This
would include all institutions and departments
of the Government of India, the larger corporate
houses, small scale businesses, home makers,
schools and colleges across the country —
indeed each and every Indian has to play her or
his role. This has to become a way of life, some-
thing that is second nature to all of us. The
Armed Forces obviously too must play their role
and perhaps act as a beacon to the rest of socie-
ty in this regard. They are held up as role models
in society and the example they set, trends in
civil society. But all this must be accomplished
with finesse and panache, and not in a ham
handed manner which makes people perceive
the military in a manner not befitting their dig-
nity and stature.

India is still a caste based society where cer-
tain functions are looked down upon. It is thus
important for leaders to set an example and per-
sonally undertake tasks that are considered
menial and infra dig by large segments of society.
This is the reason why Gandhi himself would
sweep the floor and clean his toilet — to convey
that no task is beneath the dignity of people to
perform. This however cannot be a one off meas-
ure for a photo shoot. That rarely works. It must
flow as an activity that is routine, much in the
manner that schoolchildren in Japan clean their
school premises on a daily basis. This brings to
the forefront the concept of dignity of labour. 

Photographs appearing of the wives of senior
officers, dressed in their sartorial best, cleaning
roads which are devoid of dirt are rightly viewed
with scepticism and disdain. Similar photo-

graphs appearing of political leaders too are
scoffed at by the public. That is a ham-handed
approach to the entire cleanliness drive. The
manner in which instructions were issued to the
Army to clear litter in high altitude areas also left
a sour taste in the mouth. Pictures of an officer
of Major General rank flagging off such an
event, with troops carrying litter bags gives not
just a poor impression of the Forces, but also
have a negative impact on troops. While that
would not have been the intent of such instruc-
tions, it highlights the importance of dealing
with such issues with sensitivity and a certain
measure of subtleness.

The way the military preserves its environ-
ment and living space is perhaps a model that
the nation could emulate. But here too, the
armed forces, as a disciplined force can play a
leadership role. As an example, converting
biodegradable waste to organic manure is sim-
ply a matter of technique. Correct waste dispos-
al in the cook houses takes little time and effort,
does not consume resources and helps to pre-
serve the environment. This could be followed
in all unit lines as also by the families, till it
becomes a way of life. Such initiatives if taken
could be more meaningful as well as transfor-
mational.

The best way to keep an area clean is to pre-
vent littering. That must be the prime interven-
tion. The Army can play an important role
through personal example and by educating
people, especially in remote areas. In high alti-
tudes, many of our mountaineering expeditions
have since long been bringing back waste left by
careless mountaineers and trekkers. The same is
also done by mountaineering expeditions
undertaken by civilians. But such things must
never be reduced to an order or a directive.
Better by far to seek the views of the Army as to
how such tasks could be implemented and then
act accordingly. The Armed Forces are tradition
bound institutions. Inappropriate orders would
be perceived as demeaning and could lead to
lowering of self esteem. That is something
which must be avoided. While shaping percep-
tions, let us not muddy the waters.
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When I joined my Paltan nearly
50 years ago, life in the army
was rather different to that it

is today. There was a lot of emphasis
and much respect for customs and
traditions. Being an ‘Officer and a
Gentleman’ was a quality that was
much admired and respected by seniors
and peers alike. Notwithstanding the
inherent ambiguity in this lofty
statement, everyone still seemed to
understand what this entailed, and all
without exception were measured and
respected by this discerning and
unforgiving benchmark!

One of the customs strongly
enforced was that one never discussed
politics, women and money matters
among officers. Each of these subjects
though had a basis in logic and
common sense as also in its own way
contributed to one being an Officer and
a Gentleman! Politics was not discussed
because officers were expected to be
apolitical. It was unthinkable to openly
align with any political party. Your
choice or preference was a very private
and personal matter not to be disclosed
or discussed openly. This helped avoid
the inevitable heated discussions and
consequent cynicism/bitterness which
political differences are wont to. It
would have been very divisive and a
body blow to camaraderie, for a CO and
2IC to openly espouse different political
parties and most certainly the death
knell of being apolitical.

Women were never discussed as it
was considered unchivalrous to be
indiscreet about ladies you knew.
Gentlemen were expected to respect
the fairer sex and protect their dignity
zealously. The rationale besides the
above was quite straight forward. In
those days, units and formations were
located in cantonments which then
were far away from the corrupting
influence of civilians. The social life and
interaction with women and young

ladies was restricted mainly to the
cantonments or military stations. In
this rather narrow circle of
acquaintances, one pretty young lady
or two, had a good chance of being a
cousin, sister, friend or relative of
another officer. Thus, speaking or
bragging about them in any
unflattering or licentious manner as
males tend to do would again impinge
on the highly prized camaraderie of the
officer fraternity! So, talking about
women by name was taboo and any
discussion was discouraged.

Finally, the root of all evil, money.
One never ever discussed money or
salaries in a good unit. It was
considered un-officer like to do so!
Once again, this tradition too had a

foundation in pragmatism. Officers in
those days normally came from
reasonably well-off households and
were often second generation officers
or products of niche private schools. It
would be unbecoming to show off or
brag about ones wealth or heritage.
Secondly, though not so well paid even
then, officers maintained an enviable
life style and strongly believed that
being an officer was a blessing and
privilege well above and beyond any
pecuniary consideration. You joined the
profession of arms fully conscious of
the prestige and honour attached, vis a
vis the financials! Majority of my much
more well-off friends envied the army
lifestyle and would have given a right
arm and leg to trade places but for the
daunting challenge of sitting for the
formidable NDA entrance exam! Senior
subalterns delicately guided the young
officers on the fine lines to be followed
and tactfully cajoled them to increase
contribution to the DSOP fund, yet
disallowed counting pennies. It was
then traditional for the Head Clerk to
put up all payslips and mess bills of
officers discreetly but openly to the CO
for him to assess and determine the
financial discipline or profligacy of an
officer. The honest aim being to guide
and ensure that officers were never
financially embarrassed. It is therefore
no wonder that many officers of the old
school view the somewhat strident
demand for monies and pay increase
these days with a sense of disquiet and
unease.

It can thus be seen that the most
written and unwritten customs and
traditions followed by the army have an
inherent logic to them and all
contribute to esprit de corps and
camaraderie, the bedrock of the spirit of
the forces for many generations. It
would do our forces a world of good if
the respect for customs and traditions is
revitalised!

REMINISCENCES
Lt Gen Sudhir Sharma
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I
t was a poignant moment for the
Indian Armed Forces and indeed for
the Indian nation, when the Marshal
of the Air Force, Arjan Singh passed

away in Delhi on 16 Sept 2017, aged 98
years. Just two years shy of what would
have been a remarkable century—one
that the whole nation was praying for,
MAF Arjan Singh was truly a man for all
seasons — A soldier, statesman and
perhaps one of the finest human beings
this country has produced.

Born on April 15, 1919, in Lyallpur
(now in Pakistan) in Punjab in undivided
India, his father, grandfather and great
grandfather had served in the cavalry. He
joined the RAF College, Cranwell, in 1938
and was commissioned as a Pilot Officer
in December the following year. His
bravery was second to none on the
battlefield and for his exploits in the
Second World War, he was awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross. In a colourful
and eventful career spanning three
decades, he flew over 60 types of aircraft,
and also took part in the first fly past of
Independent India on 15 August 1947.

But his real test was to come in the
1965 Indo-Pak war, when as the Air Force
Chief at a relatively young age of 44
years, he led a fledgling IAF against
Pakistan, which had qualitatively
superior aircraft. For blunting the
Pakistani offensive, despite constraints
on the full-scale use of air combat power,
he was awarded the Padma Vibhushan,
in 1965, the second highest civilian
honour in the country.

Marshal of the Air Force Arjan Singh
will be remembered amongst the great
in  India’s pantheon of heroes, and lies in
the same league as two other stalwarts—
Field Marshal Cariappa and Field
Marshal Sam Manekshaw. All three
strode the military domain like
colossuses and impacted the military
with their leadership styles, strategic

thinking, individual bravery and
operational successes — truly the stuff
that legends are made of.

The humane side of the Marshal of
the Air Force was revealed in very
touching gestures which he exhibited all
his life, amongst which was his giving
away of all his personal savings worth Rs
2.5 crore for the welfare of ex
servicemen. Truly a gesture born of the
love he had for the Service and for the
men he had the privilege to command.
In life, he inspired the IAF to touch the
sky with glory and through his  vision
and guidance, helped the IAF to grow
into a modern fighting machine that
today stands second to none. An
epitome of military leadership, his mere
presence in military or civil functions,
lent an aura and dignity to the gathering
because of his status and towering
personality. His contribution extended

to diplomatic and other important
assignments as well. He was truly a man
of many parts. 

On 18 September 2017, when the
nation bade him a final farewell, there
was hardly a pair of eyes that weren’t
moist when he was cremated with full
military honours. The IAF flew a missing
man formation overhead as his funeral
pyre was lit but though his  body is no
longer with us, his spirit and what he
stood for will live on for ever. Farewell,
Marshal of the Air Arjan Singh. We shall
miss you.

Air Vice Marshal CV Subramaniam is
a veteran IAF officer who had the

privilege of restoring the Marshal of the
Air Force Arjan Singh’s personal

documents. This obituary comes out
from a deep sense of respect for the

IAF's finest Air Warrior.

AN ICON PASSES AWAY
Air Vice Marshal CV Subramaniam
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The R/T in Air Traffic Control crackled,
"Blackjack Tower; One-Zero, Two
Minutes". And there was panic! The
SATCO (Senior Air Traffic Controller)
had just enough time to respond “Call
Overhead” before he grabbed his
telephone and called up the Station
Commander. In minutes, the news went
round the Station. The AOC (Air Officer
Commanding) Operations Command
was descending (literally) on us for an
inspection.
This was Air Force Station Adampur

in 1957, a remote airfield in the heart of
the Punjab, where 27 Squadron was
based. There was only one Operational
Command at that time,
covering the whole of India,
commanded by the legendary
38 year-old Air Cmde Arjan
Singh, DFC. He was a typical
"operational" officer who
believed in absolute
professionalism. He was not
impressed with the usual
superficial spit-and-polish
carried out in preparation for
an inspection. All he expected
was smartly turned out
personnel who knew their job
and carried it out efficiently. He
did not like any fuss made over
him and insisted that everyone went
about their duties in their normal way.
He visited our operational base

without any warning, flying in by
himself, in a single-seat fighter aircraft
(Vampire Mk52). His distinctive callsign
was "One-Zero". And his R/T call to our
ATC was the first indication that he was
just two minutes away.
Then followed the standard R/T

calls, "One-Zero, Thirty Seconds,” to
which ATC responded, “Clear
Downwind”. And then, as we looked up
at the sky, we could see his aircraft
running in to join circuit. Another crisp
R/T call, "One-Zero, Overhead,” a smart

peel off, and he could be seen on
downwind, lowering his undercarriage
and calling, “One-Zero, Downwind,
Three-Green”. ATC responded, “Clear
Finals”. He made a typical old time
fighter pilot curved approach, called,
“One-Zero, Finals, Three-Green,” ATC
responded, “Clear to Land” and he
touched down on the dumbbell.
During this time, there was a flurry of

activity all over the Station. Everybody
was trying to get everything as ship-
shape as possible, in the very limited
time available. The AOC Ops Command
taxied into the squadron dispersal,
undid his straps and eased his large and

impressive silver overall-clad frame out
of the cockpit, to be met by the Station
Commander and Squadron
Commander. An open jeep with the
AOC’s flag pulled up close by, the AOC
politely told the Corporal driver to go
back to the MT (Military Transport)
Section, he himself got behind the
wheel and drove off all alone.
For the next few hours the AOC drove

himself all over the Station, still in his
flying overalls, visiting every nook and
corner, from Airmen's Mess to Bomb
Dump, from Squadron Dispersals to Air
Traffic Control, from Orderly Room to MI
Room, from Ops Room to Guard Room,

observing the routine functioning of
various sections and stopping to have an
informal word with officers and airmen
at each place. He even visited the DTLs
(deep trench latrines — we had only “dry
sanitation” those days)!
He then drove back to the squadron

dispersal, had a few words with the
Station Commander and Squadron
Commander, in the latter’s office, and
then joined the officers in the crew
room, for an informal chat and a glass
of tea, after which he climbed back into
his single-seat Vampire and flew back to
Delhi. There was no ceremonial
reception, no guard of honour, no fancy

car, no silver tea service, no cups
and saucers, no formal dinner, no
unnecessary fuss. He did not
bring a Staff Officer with him, or
even an ADC. All he wanted was
to personally check on the
operational preparedness of the
Station.
Those were the days, my

friends! We knew we had a Boss
who meant Business. And we did
our very best to never let him
down. He nurtured our Air Force
for the next 12 years, till he retired
as the Chief of the Air Staff in the
rank of Air Chief Marshal in Aug

1969. Later, after he was awarded the
lifetime serving rank of Marshal of the
Air Force on 26 Jan 2002, he continued
to keep a benign watch on us.
And even now, he is, and always will

remain with us

Air Cmde K. Sanjeevan is a veteran
Engineer of RIAF & IAF. He took part in
the Sino India conflict of 1962 and the
Indo Pak War of 1965. As the technical
officer of Helicopters and fighters, he

was involved in many aviation
developmental activities and is the

author of the book ‘Memoirs of a
Spanner’.

ONE-ZERO, OVERHEAD
Air Cmde K Sanjeevan
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The MoU/
A g r e e m e n t s
signed between
PMs Modi and
Shinzo Abe on
14 Sep 2017
must not be seen
in isolation of
b i l a t e ra l i sm .
B i l a t e r a l

agreements of this nature are result of
deepening political convergence which
sets the agenda for the diplomatic and
military organs of the states. Invariably,
such agreements between two
democracies shape the geopolitical
landscape in the region. India and Japan
are the two strongest and most vibrant
democracies in the larger Indo-Pacific.
Citizens in the two countries have given
very strong mandate to their respective
Prime Ministers. Therefore, the
convergence reflects shared sentiments of
the people of two countries on issues
which are of common national and
international interest.

With the inward looking approach of
the United States, relative rise of assertive
and lawless China, arrogance of two client
states of China, ie, North Korea and
Pakistan, the world order is reshaping
itself. Will it be Cold War type ‘two powers’
structure, or will it be multiple power
structure based on regional interests? The
window for this rearrangement could be
short depending on how quickly China
and other regional powers, eg, India,
Japan, Australia etc rise and how chaotic
will the interim period be. There would be
unknown and turbulent events, eg, North
Korea, Syria, Afghanistan/ Pakistan,
Middle East, et al, which could derail the
restructuring, leaving the world more
disorderly and chaotic.

Given this environment, does the MoU
signed between India and Japan on 14
September 2017 address common
interests which would ultimately shape
the contours of a new security architecture
in the IOR? The Defence and Security
Cooperation is the most significant of all
agreements. It will be handled at the

highest level by way of Defence Ministerial
dialogue, NSA’s dialogue, the “2+2”
dialogue, the Defence Policy dialogue and
Service to Service staff talks. This signifies
the quicker decision making mechanism
and implementation of steps which need
to be taken to achieve overall objective. If
the fine print is to be read, Maritime
Security Cooperation in the form of more
complex Malabar exercise and other
bilateral exercises would intensify further.
It will witness greater sharing of data for
building robust regional Maritime
Domain Awareness between the two
navies which forms the bedrock of any
Maritime Operation. It needs no
revelation that the Chinese submarines
are operating opaquely in SCS and IOR
which can surprise the two countries. The
presence of these submarines also causes
anxiety amongst smaller littoral.This
necessitates enlargement of the
complexity of joint Anti Submarine
Exercises and other Maritime manoeuvres
necessary for regional security against
conventional and non conventional
threats. Chinese submarines have the
tendency to surface in unexpected areas
which could conflict with national
interests of one, both or number of
regional countries. The presence of
Chinese combatants also emboldens the
ill governed countries which are in
possession of nuclear weapons. One
bigger issue is falling of weapons of mass
destruction in the hands of terror groups
operating in the region and which have
linkages with states who have provided
safe heavens and are sponsoring them.
One certain conclusion is that there are no
non-state actors; they are all sponsored by
a state either covertly or overtly.

Exercises like Malabar and other
bilaterals provide opportunity to improve
interoperability amongst the participating
navies who could pool their assets when
required. Given the vast expanse of seas, it
is impractical to assume that a single navy
can ensure security to SLOCs and deter
future conflicts. It is with this vision that
the then CNO of US Navy, Admiral Mike
Mullen, had spoken of 1000 ship World

Navy. We are no where near.
The other Indo-Japanese agreements

include strong commitment to value
based partnership to achieve free, open
and prosperous India-Pacific region where
sovereignty and international laws are
respected and differences are resolved
through dialogue; all countries (big or
small) enjoy freedom of navigation,
overflights, sustainable development and
a free, fair and open trade and investment
system. Clearly, the agreement reflects
true democratic values which has the
ability to accommodate differing views,
seeks to build consensus and implements
inclusive developmental projects with the
intention of prosperity and not long term
economic colonisation.

The agreement is multifaceted. The
capability development is aimed at peace
time Human Assistance and Disaster
Relief, Counter Terrorism, Peacekeeping,
Maritime piracy and terrorism etc. It also
covers cooperation in Science and
Technology, Cyber etc.Very important
ingredient to achieve these objectives
would be infrastructure development of
which High Speed Railway, Asia Africa
Connectivity and other development
projects in the North Eastern States in
India will form an important link to India’s
Act East policy. The two Prime Ministers
have gone to the extent of identifying
issues spanning over eighty paragraphs of
the document.

It can be concluded that the visit of PM
Shinzo Abe and agreements signed with
PM Modi is beginning of a new multipolar
structure of world order which would
demonstrate the will of two matured
democracies and desire of the peoples of
the Indo-Pacific to achieve peace, progress
and prosperity. Era of ABEMONICS has
begun.

Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM,
AVSM, NM and Bar is the former

Commander in Chief Western Naval
Command & former Chief of Integrated
Defence Staff. He is Member, Governing

Council, Centre for Security Studies, India
Foundation.

GEOPOLITICS OF ABEMONICS
Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM, AVSM, NM
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OUT OF THE BLUE

Was it the title
of the recently
concluded 12th
International
Conference on
“ E n e r g i s i n g
I n d i a n
A e r o s p a c e
I n d u s t r y —
G a t h e r i n g
Momentum?”

that made the event this year so
different? The conference decidedly
moved at a pace far different to the
earlier years and, in fact, seemed to
impart such impetus and momentum
that by the end of the conference it was
unanimously felt that the interrogation
mark after “...Gathering Momentum?”
could or should be shed because the
industry had moved from the proverbial
‘crawl’ to ‘walk’ and were looking ahead
at ‘run’. It was indeed heart-warming
and encouraging to see this trend.

Possibly the biggest surprise was the
representation from the government.
Every international or national seminar
conducted by think tanks is intended to
provide ‘take-aways’ for the
government because some of the best
minds and organisations have applied
themselves to bring out solutions that
will improve the existing situation. But
the yawning lack of enthusiasm and
representation smacks of disrespect for
the think tanks and apathy towards
ideas for progress. Summaries, post a
seminar/conference, sent to the
government scarcely see the light of
day. While no decisions could be
expected, the extant acknowledgement
by mere presence was a shot in the arm.

Another great representation was by
the state governments, whose speakers
had been given a clear direction by the
powers that be to commit to providing
necessary space and infrastructure to
facilitate growth of the aerospace

industry in their respective states. It was
like an auction! “We can give 10,000
hectares of land”/“We can give 15,000
hectares”/“We will give 500 MW of
power free”/“We will promote the
growth of SEZs,”etc. It certainly took the
audience by surprise. But possibly more
than that, it was instrumental in infusing
greater enthusiasm in the conference.

It is but natural that such a
conference will highlight the Prime
Minister’s “Make in India” thrust. As a
corollary to the ethos imbibed in active
service, the directors of military think
tanks ensure that their organisations
remain apolitical. Therefore, the “Make
in India” and the push for “Made in
India” that found a strong voice in the
conference, was a genuine fervour that
emanated from the heart of the
audience. Some of the issues touched
upon were :-
• Strategic Partnership Models.
• Balancing Private / Public Sector
undertakings.

• Momentum of SMEs and their
importance.

• Build to Print.
• Co-design / co-develop.
• Technology Spin-Offs.
• Setting up an organisation like DARPA
of the USA.

• Indigenous lifetime product support.
• Flexibility in Offsets and its
implementation.

• Safeguarding proprietorship.
• Transferring capability vis-a-vis
transferring technology.

• Skill sets and development to
international standards.

• Technology trends.
• IDDM—Indigenous Design and
Development Model.

• National Civil Aviation Policy.
• The VCAS and the DCAS offering
assistance and the services of the IAF
for entrepreneurs.

The country is moving, no doubt

about that. Awareness of our acute
dependency on international players to
support the military has seeped into the
minds of the public and industry. The
ego, so far dormant, that we can do as
well as anybody else, has been pricked.
The IAF (and I am sure this would be
true for the Navy and Army too) is willing
to open its doors for ideas and proposals
and the government is making every
effort to streamline (and further
streamline) its procurement procedures
and models. Indigenisation in the
military field is on the rise. But it is not
enough to create the infrastructure and
the base. The essence of recognition is
export and that is where one must be
looking. Quality control, quality
assurance, uncompromising
international standards and its
sustenance, a work culture essential for
desirable production standards,
confidence and acceptability by the
biggest players in the international arena
are absolutely essential for credibility. 

UAVs are being made, the LCA will
see the light of day, the AMCA is in its
design phase, helicopters and transport
aircraft are coming off the anvil. Missiles
and electronic systems are already being
recognised. I have no doubt that the
march to co-design and co-develop,
build to print, transfer capability vis-a-
vis transferring technology, etc will lead
us to self-sufficiency in the future and
the truly “Indian” Air Force is not just a
‘mirage’ but a reality.

An alumnus of NDA and DSSC, Air
Mshl Sumit Mukerji has served the IAF

as a fighter pilot with distinction He has
commanded three units, a MiG-29 Sqn,

a MiG-25 SR Sqn and TACDE
(considered the ‘Top Gun’ school of the
IAF) and also served as the Air Attaché

in Washington DC. He retired in 2011 as
the AOC-in-C of Southern Air

Command.

THE “INDIAN” AIR FORCE ON THE FAR HORIZON
Air Mshl Sumit Mukerji, PVSM, SC, VSM
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High Value ISR Platforms
The United States government has
offered to supply 22 Sea Guardian
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to
India. The Sea Guardian is a state-of-
the-art advanced maritime
reconnaissance UAV, which is expected
to be a game changer for maritime
security. Earlier, in 2015, of the four
'pathfinder' projects that were
shortlisted for joint development and
co-production during the Obama-Modi
Summit, one was the next generation
Raven mini-UAV for battlefield
surveillance. The current Raven UAV is
hand-launched and has a range of 10
km.

The Indian armed forces already
have in service the indigenously
designed and manufactured Nishant
and the Israeli Heron and Searcher I & II
UAVs. General Dalbir Singh Suhag, the
former COAS, had said during an

interview in January 2015, “UAVs would
play a vital role in future battles and
there is a requirement to enhance the
Indian Army holdings.”

UAVs are low-cost, low-risk, high-
payoff intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (ISR) and target
acquisition (TA) systems. UAVs can be
deployed quickly to cover vast areas
and, hence, enhance responsiveness.
The employment of UAVs improves
situational awareness, helps to increase
the operational tempo and reduces the
sensor-to-shooter time lag. When
employed in conjunction with other
sensors, UAVs assist in confirming or
negating the efficacy of
informationgathered and, thus,
qualitatively improve the intelligence
available to commanders.

While UAVs have several
disadvantages such as vulnerability to
enemy fire and interception and
limitations of communications, they
can be employed flexibly and provide
unique capabilities to all the Services.
While some operational needs are
common, others are specific to
individual Services.

Reconnaissance, Surveillance
and Target Acquisition (RSTA)
Requirements of the Services
A large number of the RSTA
requirements that can be fulfilled by
UAVs are common to all the Services,
though with minor variations in the
methodology of use. The major
common needs of the Services are as
under:
• Strategic surveillance of the nuclear

capabilities, movement of nuclear
warheads and materials and
deployment of nuclear assets of
adversaries, particularly during war.
• Detection of missile launchesduring
war.

• RSTA by way of photo reconnaissance,
thermal/IR imaging and SAR during
peace-time, the preparatory stage and
during war for battlespace
transparency.

• Target designation for ground-, air-
and sea-launched PGMs.

• Suppression of enemy air defence
(SEAD).

• Post-strike damage assessment.
• Signals and electronic intelligence
(Sigint and ELINT).

• Electronic warfare (ECM and ECCM).
• Information warfare including
psychological and propaganda
operations.

• Communications relay platform to
extend the range of VHF and UHF
communications.

• NBC detection, early warning and
monitoring of contamination (nature
and level of nuclear radiation,
collection of air samples).

• Digital mapping.
• Meteorology.

Combat Drones
Another emerging requirement is that
of unmanned combat air vehicles
(UCAVs) to deliver PGMs to destroy
selected targets. UCAVs have come of
age and have proved their efficacy in
recent wars fought in Afghanistan and
West Asia. These new weapons
platforms have enormous potential to

UAVs: Military Requirements
and Future Technologies

Gurmeet Kanwal
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be ‘cued on’ to targets that have been
identified and selected for destruction
or to act as stand-alone hunter-killers in
a battlespace that is teeming with
targets, e.g. during an enemy offensive
launched with mechanised forces in the
plains. The weaponry that UCAVs need
to carry and the on-board sensor suite
that is necessary to locate targets and
guide PGMs on to them, need separate
analysis and are not discussed here. It
has been reported that the IAF is likely
to soon induct the Harop UCAV of
Israeli origin. It is a combination of a
UAV and a missile and is disposable.
Also, the DRDO is developing the AURA
(autonomous unmanned research
aircraft) UCAV for the IAF.

Future UAV Technologies
Sensor suites are the most important
sub-system of a modern UAV and
account for one-third to half its cost.
The selection of sensors is extremely
important, as these must provide
information and data in an electronic
form that is compliant with the network
centricity requirements of the Services.
Ideally, data standards should be the
same in all the Services so that the
inputs provided by the surveillance
devices of one Service can be used
without any problem by the other
Services.However, while the Services
are working on achieving compatibility,
in the short-term it may be adequate to
share information and data after due
sifting rather than automatically. 

The most common user need,
particularly of the Army, is to be able to
see a real-time picture of the battlefield
during day light conditions. Hence,
real-time streaming video is a major
requirement. Since it requires a large
bandwidth, video imposes severe
constraints on the communications
suite that a UAV can carry.Modern
satellites are providing photos of one
metre resolution and photos of up to 30
cm resolution can be procured
commercially today, though with a
small time lag. Specially designed
military satellites are capable of
providing a still higher resolution.

Hence, it would be justifiable for the
users to demand day light photos of
equally good resolution from UAVs that
fly at much lower altitudes. Photos of
such high resolutions will enable users
to clearly identify even small military
targets, prioritise them for engagement
and adjust artillery fire or destroy them
with PGMs. The electro-optical/
thermal imaging/ infra-red (EO/TI/IR)
sensors available today can meet this
demand.

Some of the limitations of EO/TI/IR
sensors can be overcome by Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) that can take all

weather, day/night images with a fairly
high resolution and can look through
clouds, fog and foliage. Resolutions of
the order of 0.3 to 0.1 metres at 25 to 20
km, respectively, are now becoming
available. While radar weight is still a
major consideration, SAR systems are
being modernised and miniaturised at
a rapid rate. A future Indian SAR system
must incorporate current
developments and should be so
designed that the technology can be
upgraded even after introduction into
service.

Communications are the key to UAV
operations. Failsafe communications
are required not only to provide
operator instructions to the UAV but
also to downlink information and data
collected by the UAV and for the UAV to
act as a communications relay platform
when necessary. Secured, reliable VHF
and UHF radio links are required for
command and control. Larger
bandwidths are necessary for data
download. Advances in satellite
communications technology have
brought UAVs into the ambit of satellite
control and reduced the need for relay
stations to optimally exploit their range.

COVER STORY
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For naval UAVs on long endurance
offshore missions, satellite links are
inescapable. Command and control
communications also need to be
provided with ECCM capabilities so
that the UAVs can be given instructions
even under enemy jamming. Sigint and
ELINT missions and active EW missions
are rapidly becoming significant roles
for UAVs as weight and power
limitations are being gradually
overcome. The existing indigenous EW
capability needs to be enhanced further
and adapted for use on UAVs.

UAVs must be able to provide an
accurate location of enemy targets
(tanks, gun positions, weapon
emplacements, bumpers and pill boxes,
ATCs, communications centres, enemy
ships etc.) or points of interest (choke
points, bridges, artificial obstacles, oil
slicks etc.). For the purposes of
targeting by artillery fire, the location
should be accurate ideally to within five
metres. Even with GPS, especially non-
military use GPS, such accuracies may
not be achieved. Hence, it is necessary
to strive for more accurate survey and
location technologies such as inertial

navigation and ring laser gyro, provided
these can be accommodated within the
constraints imposed by the airframe,
the need to carry out high endurance
missions and the need to equip UAVs
with multiple sensor suites.

In the air defence environment
prevailing in modern wars, the
survivability of UAVs is a key
requirement. The technologies
necessary to enhance survivability
include low radar signature, radar
warning receivers, chaff dispensers,
ECCM suites to ensure that
communications with the UAV are not
disrupted, low acoustic signature of the
engine and, where possible, radar
absorbing paints. These requirements
will undoubtedly burden designers with
the need to strike a fine balance
between the size, shape and weight of
the airframe and the payload that can
be carried.

Common Standards
The Ground Control Station (GCS)is the
hub of all UAV operations. It is
imperative that the GCS should be
developed to common standards for all

the Services so that inter-operability is
ensured. These should also be capable
of interfacing with the command and
control and decision support systems of
their respective Service and the relevant
sub-systems like the Battlefield
Surveillance System (BSS) of the Army.
Service-specific utility and inter-
operability through commonality of
data standards are no doubt conflicting
requirements, but these need to be met
if all the surveillance assets are to be
optimally utilised. 

It will not be enough to merely locate
static and moving targets by employing
UAVs on long duration missions and
generating a vast data bank. As these
provide a real-time capability, the
required tri-Service infrastructure must
be created to analyse the incoming
inputs within minutes, sift ‘actionable’
bits from those that help to build a
continuous intelligence picture and
disseminate the actionable information
to the users.

The roles and missions of UAVs have
been expanding in a dynamic manner
since their advent in 1982, when the
Israeli army first used them for
surveillance and as decoys over the
Bekaa Valley in Lebanon. Since then,
UAVs have been extensively employed
for RSTA and are now acknowledged as
effective force multipliers. Emerging
technologies will further enhance the
effectiveness of UAVs. A very high level
of tri-Service networking is required for
the optimum exploitation of the
capabilities of the UAVs. The next
logical step will be to introduce UCAVs
into service in the armed forces as a
low-cost option for air-to-ground
strikes.

Brigadier Gurmeet Kanwal is
Distinguished Fellow, Institute for

Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA),
New Delhi and Adjunct Fellow, Centre
for Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS), Washington, D.C. Heis former

Director, Centre for Land Warfare
Studies (CLAWS), New Delhi.His books

includeNuclear Defence: Shaping the
Arsenal; and,Indian Army: Vision 2020.
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CLUTTERING THE AIR SPACE
Major General Harsha Kakar

Employment of air power for close air
support missions in operations
necessitates planning and coordination
in air space management between
various agencies. Air defence, artillery
guns and rockets, attack and
reconnaissance helicopters as also
close air support aircraft operated
simultaneously in the same limited air
space, possibly with different height
zones, however a risk of being shot by
friendly fire always existed. With the
proliferation of UAVs and drones the
same restricted space will only get more
cluttered and enhance possibilities of
accidents as they gain importance by
the day.

Intelligence, surveillance and

reconnaissance (ISR) are best resorted
to from the air. In the past, there was
employment of helicopters and aerial
missions in addition to satellites which
provided inputs to ground forces, close
to real time, as photographs took time
to be developed and delivered. The
development of UAVs of all sizes,
varying flight durations and height
levels, packed with technological
advancements has changed this
concept. 

Given a choice, every unit,
irrespective of nature of task, and every
commander would seek real time
information. None would be willing to
wait for it to flow from the top. Hence
the ideal methodology is to employ
UAVs and drones, range, duration of
endurance and height of operation
depending on the formation or unit’s
area of influence and interest. This is
the future cluttered battlefield.

The availability of longer range
artillery implies detection and correct
identification of targets well in depth
for timely engagement. The accuracy of
location of targets would determine the
effectiveness of destruction and
degradation. Similarly, is the
requirement to monitor the
engagement for Post-Strike Damage
Assessment (PSDA). 

Offensive ops were time consuming

as ground reconnaissance was essential
and necessitated moving troops to
occupy vantage points in hostile
territory for physical reconnaissance.
With the availability of UAVs, this has
been to a large extent offset, as upto-
date information on enemy
deployment, movement and location of
reactionary forces is readily available. 

Armed drones have begun changing
the nature of warfare, especially
counter insurgency and cross border
strikes. This has been amply
demonstrated by the US in war torn
Syria, Iraq and closer home in Pakistan
and Afghanistan. Controlled from
mainland US, thousands of miles away,
the drones have been able to strike
precision targets including moving
vehicles, hideouts and training camps.
The detection, identification and
engagement of targets is done real time
with deadly accuracy. They could be
similarly employed in operations to
engage targets behind crests, naturally
protected from artillery fire assaults.

The benefit of UAVs and drones is
immense, with each service demanding
them in mass quantities justifying it as
essential to enhancing operational
capabilities. The army requirements
include ISR, target acquisition and
monitoring, target engagement and
PSDA as also guiding artillery fire. In the
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‘no war no peace’ scenario as is existing
along the LoC with Pak, it is ideal for
monitoring infiltration along the LoC
and monitoring and engaging Pak
terror training camps. Whether it would
replace the Air Observation Post (Air
OP) in its primary task of aerial
reconnaissance and directing artillery
fire in operations, has yet not been
seriously considered. 

The air force and navy would require
them for surveillance, boosting air
defence capabilities to add to existing
radar configurations and engagement
of targets. While the requirements of the
army may involve UAVs with lesser
flying time with varying altitude,
depending on terrain configurations,
the air force and navy requirements
would involve longer flight durations
and greater altitudes. 

For the armed forces, these would
augment inputs presently flowing from
satellites, building data bases and
enhancing strategic intelligence.
Commanders at all levels would be able
to monitor inputs on real time basis and
be prepared for developing situations.
Thus, with passage of time UAVs and
drones would become an integral part
of the armed forces at every level. On
ground, while availability of UAVs and
drones has yet to reach such levels, it
soon would, as the equipment is
internationally available while also
being developed by the DRDO in India.

In the present concept, its
employment is expected to be
delegated to varying levels of

command, based on task and
requirement. Amongst the contentious
issues, yet to be discussed and cleared
would be the responsibility to employ
and launch armed drones. The army
would desire to control deployment
and employment, as it would seek to
engage enemy terror training camps
and infiltration attempts as far forward
as possible, after all the LoC is active
and Counter Insurgency (CI) is the
order of the day. The air force concept
would be to employ them as strategic
assets for engaging enemy air defence
systems as part of its deep strike
strategy in operations. Operating them
is likely to remain with the air force.

A major benefit of employing UAVs
and drones is even if destroyed, it is loss
of equipment with financial
implications, however without
corresponding loss of human lives. A
nation, in peace time, can afford to lose
an equipment not a life, which could
become an embarrassment in
international circles. Further is the
availability of real time inputs,
permitting forces to be redeployed
based on emerging threats. Hence, its
benefits are immense, however, so are
its shortcoming in the limited battle
space.

Its employment in CI and along the
LoC in the present context is ideal, as
operations are restricted in time and
space. Air power is not employed and
artillery duels are controlled. Further,
induction of the 155 mm gun systems
with longer ranges has yet to

commence, hence the air space is free
for their random and uncontrolled
employment.

A glance at the development plans of
DRDO would indicate that it covers a
wide range of UAVs meeting the
requirements of the armed forces. It
varies from long range armed and
unarmed UAVs to Slybird with a range
of ten Kms and the Netra for counter
insurgency operations. India has
acquired a variety of UAVs from Israel
and is also in the process of acquiring
more from Israel and the US. The larger
the variety, the better the flow of IRS,
the more the free flow of aerial objects
in the Tactical Battle Area (TBA).

Since the commencement of across
the board employment of UAVs and
drones, there has never been a war
where both adversaries have employed
UAVs and drones to maximum effect. In
recent times, these have been employed
by one superior power against a weaker
adversary, whether it be Israel against
the Palestinians or the US in Iraq, Syria,
Afghanistan or Pakistan. Hence, there is
lack of knowledge on how it impacts air
operations.

In the Indo-Pak context both nations
possess almost similar nature of
equipment and are seeking to continue
developing and employing them. While
India either develops inhouse or
imports, Pak obtains from China or
manufactures based on Chinese
technology. Thus, it needs to be
considered as to the impact their mass
employment would have in the TBA,
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mainly in J and K, where possibility of
limited operations is much higher.

Free flying UAVs and drones would
impact helicopters and low flying
fighters, either supporting ground
forces or evading enemy radar, to strike
at targets in depth. In mountains, low
altitude flying would be restricted to
valleys hence limiting areas and
enhancing possibilities of accidents.
Since employment of UAVs and drones
is likely to be delegated within the army
without centralised command and
control, passing instructions to reduce
or restrict their employment, during
times when other aviation resources
would be using the same air space
would be difficult to implement.

The impact on the aviation industry
by the witnessing of a single drone over
a commercial airport is such that it
offsets flight schedules for hours. This

clutter by own forces is likely to be far
higher and may impact the
effectiveness of own air power, which
while on a mission compels the pilot to
also concentrate on free flying objects
in near vicinity. Simultaneously, the
enemy would also be employing UAVs
and drones in almost a similar manner,
which is equally threatening to own air
force as it crosses the border to destroy
hostile targets.

While it would operationally benefit
commanders at all levels in
maintaining latest ISR, it would remain
a threat to air power and helicopters.
Restrictions could possibly only be
placed on high flying UAVs, whose
control on employment would be at the
strategic level. Thus, the air force and
army aviation would need to consider
the presence of increased free flying
objects in the TBA and their impact on

air operations. It may entail a change in
air tactics as also necessitate creation of
means of controlling UAV flying at
crucial times. Further, tasking of army
aviation may have to be revisited, as
part of their role could be better done
by UAVs and drones. This subject has
generally been brushed aside, but
would soon need to be discussed as
their deployment and employment
increases.

An alumnus of NDA, DSSC, HDMC
and Canadian Forces College, Toronto,

Maj Gen. Harsha Kakar is a veteran
Gunner based in Lucknow. He writes

on strategic issues for various
magazines, newspapers and online

journals. His blogsite is
kakarharshaarticles.com and twitter

handle @kakar_harsha
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How much does a terrorist attack cost?
Where does the money come from?
How does the money get through to
terror groups? How are far-off countries
like India, an integral part of the terror-
funding network?

While Indian media was busy
justifying and communalising the issue;
international agencies like the UNSC
and Antiques Coalition  published
some shocking data on terror-funding
and its linkage to heritage-theft. Media’s
penchant for pseudo-news and
malleable narratives ensured that this
critical topic got no coverage
whatsoever, in India.

HOW MUCH DOES A TERRORIST
ATTACK COST?
Here is what we know. It is surprisingly
cheap to orchestrate a terror-attack;
even one large enough to shake the
world. The 2015 terror-attacks in Paris,
as an example, cost only $88,160 (~Rs 56
lakh). Interestingly, only $22,570 (~Rs 14
lakh) was spent on patently criminal
activities (like making false IDs and
acquiring weapons). The rest of it,
about $65,590 (~Rs 42 lakh), went

towards phone calls, car-rentals,
travel... the seemingly harmless simple
stuff. ISIS took 130 lives for the price of
a small flat in Delhi.

WHERE DOES THIS MONEY COME
FROM?
Now, this is where it gets really
interesting. Terror-funding sources like
oil, money-laundering, and narcotics
have dominated the public perception
and media-narrative. This image fits in
well with the optics of a Bollywood-ish
villain, that funds an evil empire
through ‘traditional’ ill-gotten gains.

What doesn’t fit into that image
though, is the “villain” selling stolen
rag-tag antiquities to fund terror. That is
how we miss what is right before our
eyes. The United Nations Security
Council passed resolution 2199 saying
exactly that. That ISIS was stealing and
smuggling heritage artifacts to fund
their terror-operations. USA quickly
followed suit passing “H.R.2285 -
Prevent Trafficking in Cultural Property
Act,” recognising “trafficking of cultural
property” as a “homeland security”
issue; not an art or heritage concern
limited to cocktail evenings at
museums and high-society dinners.

In short, heritage from across the
world is being peddled, so bombs can
be thrown back at us.

HOW DOES INDIA FIT IN?
Between 2011 and 2016, the declared
imports of antiquities into USA grew by
almost 50 percent. That sure is a
phenomenal growth rate. More so, for a
product or market that is not new or
fancy. Of the $147 million worth
arts/antiquities traded in 2016, $79
million worth came from India.

Compare that to Iraq at only $2.5
million.

In short, more than half of USA’s
arts/antiquities imports had their
origins in India.

When you view this in the context of
India’s CAG report (India’s official
review and audit agency); commenting
on ASI (India’s official agency
responsible for preventing heritage-
crimes); they chose to not mince words
and describe the agency’s efforts as
“completely ineffective”.

To add to this, a recent High Court
ruling in India had “not come across
even a single case, where the persons
involved in smuggling the Idols out of
the country have been independently
prosecuted...”.

The team at India Pride Project posts
regular updates on heritage-thefts.
Interestingly, most of those thefts are
not even officially reported by the local
police. No wonder multinational-terror
groups chose India for its ripe,
repercussion-free, pickings.

THE NATIONAL SECURITY
CONUNDRUM
Heritage-destruction has been an
integral part of civilisational conquests.
Nazis destroyed Jewish art; and we all
know what happened with the Bamiyan
Buddhas. What is new though, is where
new age terrorists are taking this
deplorable act.

Well-organised crimes, their
operational mechanics, and terror-
funding are such complicated,
intertwined networks, that it takes a
while to comprehend the very
complexity of their nature. Heritage
crimes, treasonous non-state actors,
the deep state, and international terror-

BLOOD-BUDDHAS: HOW INDIAN HERITAGE
FUELS THE GLOBAL TERROR-MACHINERY

Anuraag Saxena
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networks; are all part of the same venn-
diagram, with non-linear intersections.

Take the example of Partha Pratim
Roy Burman’s kidnapping. The ransom
money of Rs 4 crores was diverted
towards planning the 9/11 attack in
New York. What looked like a simple
case of kidnapping, was later found to
involve Mohammad Atta, Aftab Ansari,
ISI and the Jihadi network.

As Lt Gen. Ata Hasnain puts it,
“Protecting the nation, is not just about
placing armies on our borders any
more”. The termite-like enemy within,
is now as dangerous as the enemy
outside. India needs to recognise marks
of hybrid-warfare right before our eyes.

Major General Dhruv Katoch, in a
slightly unrelated context  said, “If you
can target them, when they are
targeting you, then you have achieved
some sort of a deterrent stability.”
Unfortunately, India has not been able
to target or successfully prosecute even
one significant heritage-criminal to
date. There goes our ability to create a
deterrent; for the very criminals that are
selling away our heritage, so they can
throw bombs at us.

The biggest Psy Ops (psychological
operations) success our opponents
have had, is making us believe that the
“heritage-crimes” issue is (a) Localised,
and (b) a Ministry-of-Culture issue. Fact
is, it is not limited to either. (Case in
point — the Directorate of Revenue
Intelligence (DRI) has been prosecuting
these international networks, not the
ASI, as one would have traditionally
assumed.)

The model is so simplistic in its
brilliance, that people find it hard to
believe someone could pull it off – 
(A) Criminals and Insurgents loot away

our temples (puncturing the social-
fabric locally), and 

(B) ISIS helps with the international
segment of the sale (generating
revenues for terror operations). 
We know each of these statements to

be true in isolation. We’ve just not
stitched them together; and evaluated
the implication.

WHY WE ALL ARE WRONG?
The collective consciousness has gotten
two facts drastically wrong. So let me
correct them for you:

1. It actually is quite inexpensive to
fund a terror-attack; and

2. It actually is very lucrative, and risk-
free, to trade in stolen heritage.
Once you put these two together, you

have a potent, dangerous, flammable
mix, ready to explode in your face.
Antiques Coalition suggests an
example. With the gains from selling
one Buddha sculpture (stolen from
Mathura, illicitly sold for $ 1 million);
terrorists could literally fund a dozen
Paris-type attacks. 

To put that in an extrapolated
perspective—That’s 1,500 lives that
could be lost, by smuggling out ONE
piece of Indian heritage. 

Let that sink in for a minute!
So paradoxically, though Lord

Buddha spent every waking minute
spreading the world of peace and co-
existence; terrorists today, are using his
very image to fund quite the opposite.

IN CONCLUSION
You and I are regular people. We don’t
think like the ISIS; we don’t get into
their heads; and that’s exactly what
encourages them. National security
agencies are still chasing narcotics and
counterfeit currency operations,
conveniently barking up the wrong tree,
just because it fits into a traditional,
comfortable construct.

Make no mistake. Just because we
have our heads in the sand, doesn’t
means that terrorists do too. Collective
ignorance and Government apathy, acts
like a pep-pill for them to push the
pedal (on funding terror through
heritage-crimes).

Unfortunately, that pedal is in a van
that’s headed straight at us.

Anuraag Saxena is based in
Singapore. He is passionate about

Indian heritage and culinary-history.
He has been featured/ published in

BBC, Economic Times, Sunday
Guardian, Doordarshan, Man’s World,
Swarajya, Panchajanya and Organiser;

and leads India Pride Project
(www.ipp.org.in). He tweets at

@anuraag_saxena
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A
fter over five decades some
memories of Kutch operation
still linger in my mind. Soon
after commissioning in June

1963, I joined 11 Field Regiment in New
Mal in 27 Mountain Division. The
gnawing memories of Chinese threat
had galvanised the Army in the
Northeast and we were training day in
and day out in New Mal. The Regiment
had participated in Kashmir operations
and worked with clockwork precision. It
was full of neophytes like me who joined
the army when struck by a bout of
patriotism after Chinese aggression; so
perhaps we needed a higher dose of
regimentation than normal. But we took
it in our stride, grumbling like good
faujis.

There were some unique
experiences. I remember taking my
Battery out for an exercise near
Jalpaiguri when a funnily dressed
policeman stopped our convoy and
asked me to turn back. I was furious.
“How dare you stop me from moving in
my own country,” I said in anger.

He replied in chaste Urdu, “Wohi tho
problem hai, yeh Bharat nahi hai, abhi

aap Pakistan ke andhar aa gaye hain
Saab!” (That is the problem, sir. You are
not in India, but have entered Pakistan)

It was my turn to apologise and
silently get out of the large Pakistan
border enclave. That was the state of
wide open borders in East Pakistan in
those days! Now I cannot believe that
such a bonhomie existed once upon a
time between India and Pakistan.

We were moved from the steaming
tea garden setting of New Mal to to the
laid back cantonment of Deolali in mid
1964. The journey from New Mal in the
military special provided the first lesson
in civil military cooperation. I was the
duty officer and the station master
reported to me that the train was ready.

“Then why were we waiting for eight
hours”? I queried.

"Power hasn't come,” he said
smiling.

I was puzzled. What power? He then
explained to me that the engine was still
to arrive. I learnt then, that unlike in the
Army, in the civil world, thought is more
important than action!

We were the training regiment for
artillery school which kept us busy in
field firing ranges. Our holdings of
vehicles and equipment were scaled
down to peace scale. I gained rich
experience in firing not only our 25
pounders but also medium guns and
mortars. Our gunners, including the
recruits also mastered their gunnery
skills under the watchful eyes of
experienced JCOs and NCOs. Of course,
we had our share of peace station
drudgery of endless station courts of
inquiry and boards as well as formal
dinner nights at the end of many a hard
day’s work. But every small regimental
experience came in handy a few
months later in Kutch when we fought
the Pakistan Army.

In January 1965, as the Intelligence
Officer (IO) of the regiment, I went with
my CO Lt Col 'Henry' Srinivasan to
Rann of Kutch for reconnaissance of
our area of operational responsibility.
The CO went on target selection and
survey was also carried out. We both
wore the uniform of the Gujarat police

MY SOJOURN IN KUTCH
Col R Hariharan, VSM
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and were accompanied by a Gujarat
armed police patrol for border
familiarisation (in those days the BSF
was not there on Kutch border).We met
a Pakistan Ranger patrol at apparently a
prearranged point. The Pakistani patrol
commander read out a pompous
protest saying we were intruding in
Pakistani territory and should turn
back. I expected an  immediate flare up,
but it became a theatre of the absurd
when our patrol commander read out a
rejoinder in equally strong language
and monotonous  tone. Then both sides
sat down to drink tea readily brewed by
the jawans of Sikh LI (of course in police

uniform). Pakistanis enjoyed the brew
and chit chatted freely.

An amusing incident occurred at this
time. Brigadier Pahlajani, our Brigade
Commander had also accompanied us,
dressed in a police constable’s  uniform.
He asked the Pakistani Inspector,
“Ustad, yeh track kahan jata hai”
(Where does this track lead to). The
Pakistani Inspector got up and smartly
saluted. When the Commander
protested, he laughed and said, “Huzur
kya baat kar rahen hai, aap tho afsar
hai. Jawan thodi ‘track’ bolega”! (Come
on sir, men do not say track)

That made everyone laugh, though

we all tried to look serious. I could spot
some smart looking Pakistani men also
looking equally sheepish. I am giving
this instance to show the level of
bonhomie that existed between the two
neighbours till the shooting war started
and turned the tide.

When we returned to Deolali, a team
of gun detachments was sent to the
training area in Little Rann, which was
well away from the border, for
familiarisation with the peculiar desert
terrain of Rann. Though we never
expected to fight a war, professionally
we were ready for one. A few months
later in summer, we were ordered to
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move within a few hours from Deolali to
Rann of Kutch for operations. We
carried limited ammunition as nearly
one-third of our vehicles were not
serviceable, being of World War 2
vintage. Our guns, due to regular firing
also required barrel replacement. But
we had no time to sort out these issues.
To top it all, we were to move by road! As
a trained regiment we had no problem
to get ready and move as per orders.
However, nobody briefed us on the
operations, though trickle down
information indicated that Pakistani
troops had attacked a border police
post in our operational area and killed
some policemen. Two of my gun-towing
vehicles broke down between Baroda
and Surendranagar. As the senior
battery, we were asked to get a camp
ready for the regiment. I had the
thankless task of selecting an open area
in the outskirts of Surendranagar in
total darkness. By morning our
deployment orders were expected. I was
dead tired and slept soundly.

In the morning I woke up to find I
was at the bottom of a pit. It was still
dark but Gunner Mohammed, my
sahayak was peering down at me from
the top with concern.

"Saab, get out quickly," he said,
holding out his hand sheepishly!

I was aghast to find that he had
pitched my tent on the edge of a
graveyard! I had slept on top of a grave
stone which sank into the pit due to my
weight! My sahayak, as a god fearing
Muslim ran to the town to fetch a Pir
baba who blew holy smoke and
mumbled some chant. Then the baba
told me that we had nothing to worry; it
was a talkative old woman's grave who
would have gone to ‘jannat' long back!
So much for my camping site selection!

We stayed on there for one more day
and my sahayak asked me not to talk
about the 'grave' incident because it
would be construed as a bad omen
before operations! Of course my tent
was pitched well away from the open
grave thereafter. Our vehicles which
were stranded en route also fetched up
and we drove into our gun position

which I had reconnoitred. The terrain
was flat as a billiards table and we spent
the next two days digging down deep as
we moved into the bunkers as and
when they were completed. In the first
night, I and my orderly hunted out
twenty-one scorpions which probably
found the shades of my tent cooler. So
the nights were restless.

We sent out patrols to clear the
nearby area full of low dried up shrubs.
There was a ‘lone tree’ — a twisted
contortion of a thorny kikar — where I
sited the command post because the
land mark was already surveyed. My
colleagues and I, — all 2/Lts — sited the
three LMGs to protect our gun position.
We netted our HF sets with the battery
commander located at Sardar Post and
also with 1 Mahar, commanded by Lt
Col Sundarji, who went on to become
the Army Chief. 2 Sikh LI, commanded
by Lt Col Henry Haus was the second
battalion of the brigade.

In the initial attack on our positions,
the Pakistanis over ran a portion of
Sardar post. However, a section of them
got trapped in the mine field. A few
Pakistani soldiers were also killed inside
the minefield, which included an
artillery captain, the hapless FOO of the
attack force. In fact, one well sited LMG
at the police post caused the attackers
to panic and some were killed. So it was
no wonder they left the unlucky place.

However, 1 Mahar found one SSG
officer, Major Zordar Afridi wounded
but alive, trapped inside the minefield.
One of the brave officers of 1 Mahar
went into the mine field to bring him
back alive and unscathed. This was the
first Pakistani interrogation I saw.
Though I had interrogated hundreds of
Pakistani soldiers and officers, he was
the only man who totally refused to give
out any details other than his name
number and rank. That is why I still
remember him. There were two others
who resisted interrogation but both
were found to be mentally deranged.

While checking the unreliable line
communication right up to 1 Mahar
defences, I had a look at the rotting
Pakistanis trapped inside the minefield.

They could not be moved without
setting off the mines and efforts to burn
them, attracted artillery and mortar fire.
In the night jackals would sneak in to
drag the bodies, setting off the flares
and mines. As it was the desert we could
see the fireworks above the forward
defended localities (FDLs). In day time
it was the turn of vultures to set of the
mines. The depressing experience
turned grim when swarms of flies and
blue bottles, bred on the rotting corpses
and landed on the troops. I remember
when a JCO offered me a cup of tea at
the FDLs and advised me to cover my
cup with my hand to prevent the swarm
of flies hovering over us landing in it.
Only Indian army soldier can endure
such ordeals in the battlefield because
even his normal life is tough and he
lives on bare sustenance in his village. It
was these soldiers that inspired me to
stay on in the army, though I never
joined to make a career of it.

The artillery regiments on both sides
traded fire regularly. It was predictable
that Pakistanis would fire on us in the
mornings when the sunlight lit up our
side and in the evening it was our turn.
After the first few days we would take
cover depending upon where the shells
were landing. Luckily we were well
camouflaged and apparently the
Pakistanis had to depend upon sound
ranging equipment data to fire upon us. I
presume we were equally good or bad;
but Pakistani soldiers were guiding us by
loose talk on radio which indicated
where the rounds were falling. One day I
decided to break the firing routine and
opened fire in the morning. Apparently  it
irritated the Pakistani gunners who kept
firing the whole day and I got a mouthful
for my suggestion from everyone. There
were two serious attempts to put us out
of action after the Pakistanis got their Air
Observation Post (OP) planes. These
planes, ‘Bird Dog’, in tandem came up
frequently when we were firing. I
remember a conversation between the
two pilots which we picked up. They had
observed a bren gun carrier, a small
tracked vehicle, moving near the FDLs.

“Arre Bhai, I see a tank moving at
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three o’clock. Do you see it” the first
pilot said.

“Have no fear brother, Shastriji
(obviously Prime Minister Lal Bahadur
Shastri) will never have the guts to bring
tanks against us,” was the arrogant
response of the other pilot.

Apparently, they had zeroed in on
our location accurately because the
very next day, heavy bombardment of
medium guns was brought down upon
us. Over a hundred shells landed in our
gun position and rear area and we could
hear the splinters smashing on to the
top of our bunkers. It was quite nerve
racking to find some of the air burst
shells, exploding just over us. The
sound is very much like two rail engines
colliding overhead. After that
experience, for a few years, I used to
hear that noise suddenly in my dreams
and wake up. Luckily we escaped with
little damage, though two of our trucks
in the rear area were put out of action
and a shell which landed in the gun
position, damaged a part of the gun.
There was no loss of life or injury. I
admired our troops who kept their
discipline and did not move or open
fire. But tension was palpable among all
of us as we had no water to bathe and I
cut my hair very short as lice were
making our life miserable. Our RMO
dutifully came to inspect our sanitation.
On his advice we got some water for
bathing which became twice a week.

A second experience was the night a
SSG patrol tried to break into our gun
position. Our night patrols reported
seeing a jeep with a machine gun
mounted on top in the silhouette. I also
saw it backlit in the night light of the
desert. I warned all the gun positions
and asked them to lay the gun for direct
fire. But the Pakistani patrol stumbled in
our low wire entanglement and our
excited gunner at the gun position
opened fire! Then all hell broke loose
with all the LMG’s and rifles opening fire
wildly. I totally lost control of them. The
Pakistani patrol beat a hasty retreat and
vanished in the desert. I alerted the
Battery Commander about the incident
and got a mouthful for my inability to

instil discipline on my troops. But
thanks to him, Co 1 Mahar, Lt Col
Sundarji visited my gun position,
inspected our siting of LMGs, made
some minor adjustments and asked me
not to be unnerved by the enemy. He
told me it was merely a SSG patrol trying
to attack the gun position. Probably on
his recommendation, we got a MMG
detachment from the Rajputana Rifles
battalion for our protection.

I remember the day a local ceasefire
was worked out; our Air OP,  Major
Loganathan was up and was directing
our fire on Pakistani SP guns which were
moving. We were right on target
scattering them when the call came from
my CO on the radio to ceasefire
immediately. I was irritated and
immature and wanted to punish the
Pakistanis, ceasefire or no ceasefire; I
pressed the presser switch and cut the
conversation without acknowledging,
and on my own ordered three rounds
gun fire. The CO came on telephone and
I pretended I could not hear him. He
called for another officer to take charge
and placed me under open arrest. A local
ceasefire came into effect and I was asked
to report to the Brigade Headquarters to
be marched up before the Commander
for disobedience of orders during
operations.

The Regiments Subedar Major
Kalaiah was with me in the jeep. He was
a wily old war horse. He told me, “Sir,
you have committed a serious offence
by not obeying the CO’s order to
ceasefire. You pretend you have gone
deaf due to all the firing we have been
doing and the shelling. This is common
among artillerymen. So you say you
could not make out what the CO was
saying.” I thought it was a good idea.

A grim CO marched me up before
Brigadier Pahlajani.

“Well young fellow what is this?
Disobedience of orders during
operations. Do you know the
punishment for this under Army Act?”
The Commander’s countenance was
rather serious.

I pretended my deaf act. “Sir,” I said,
I am hard of hearing due to all the

artillery firing”.
Then a brain wave struck me. The CO

had used the word “cease firing,”  which
was really not the proper order as per
the Artillery drill book.I explained this
to the Brigadier. 

“You idiot,” retorted the
Commander, “you thought you were
being clever pretending to be deaf; now
you say the order was not a lawful
command. So stop pretending and hear
me. You are starting your career so I
don’t want to ruin your life in army. You
are admonished. Let me not have you
before me once again,”

He dismissed me with a smirk. The
CO went out but the Commander held
me back. “Why did you do such a stupid
thing,” he asked?

“The enemy had fired 18 rounds on
us that morning,” I said. “When we had
the enemy guns in our sight, I had fired
only two rounds when the order to
ceasefire came. My blood was boiling,
so I let them have it”.

The good old soldier smiled and said
“probably I would have done the same.
Don’t tell the others though”.

I came out and apologised to my CO
who was in no mood to accept my
words. After that the ceasefire came and
it was drudgery to await our orders to go
back to Deolali. Meanwhile, I got my
posting orders to move forthwith to
Headquarters 4 Corps in Tezpur as
GSO3 (Int). I went there, making the
longest journey I ever made on Indian
Railways from Bhuj to Tezpur,
traversing the whole of India from West
to East. I reached Tezpur as a veteran in
the first two years of service, who had
had a brush with curtain raiser of the
war that flared up in real earnest a few
months later.

A veteran of the 1965 and 1971 Indo
Pak wars, Col R. Hariharan, served as
the head of intelligence of the Indian

Peace Keeping Force (IPKF), from 1987
to 90.He frequently writes in his areas

of specialisation – South Asian
neighbourhood and terrorism and
insurgency. He can be contacted at

colhari@gmail.com,
blog:http:/ / col.hariharan.info  
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T
here are some battles that are
so decisive that they change
the course of history and
human destiny. The Battle of

Haifa fought on the slopes of the sacred
Mount Carmel on 23 September 1918 is
one such battle. It was here that a small
band of four hundred Indian horsemen
armed with swords and lances routed
over fifteen hundred Turkish soldiers
armed with modern rifles, machine
guns and artillery guns.

Perhaps it is the geographical setting
of the region that makes it the most
hotly contested piece of real estate on
Earth. Here the three great continents
of Asia, Africa and Europe meet and so
do the two forked tongues of the Indian
Ocean in the form of the Red Sea and
Persian Gulf reach towards the

Mediterranean which links it to the
Atlantic and across it to the Americas.

Where lands and seas meet,
civilisations also meet and contest for
supremacy. The Battle of Haifa was
fought in a land that was contested by
Jews, Christians and Muslims, as it had
been for over 1500 years. In earlier
times too the land was contested.
Greeks fought with Romans,  Persians
fought the Greeks, Egypt fought
Mittani, Mittani fought Hittite and so in
went on in History. The Assyrians,
Sumerians, Hyksos, Turk, Mongol,
French, English and the Phoenicians
have all contributed to make this the
most blood soaked soil in the World.
That blood letting continues even in the
present times.

The Battle of Haifa was a great
victory of Indian troops, led by Indian
Officers, who once again displayed
unmatched valour, courage and
devotion to duty. What distinguishes
this battle from many others is in its
outcome. The troops that took part in
the battle from both the opposing
camps were not large in number and
the battlefield too was restricted in size.
Bit victory here sealed the fate of the
Ottoman Empire and led to its final
demise. It saved the life of Abdul Baha,
the spiritual head of the Bahai’s, thereby
enabling his message of universal
brotherhood, equality and oneness of
all human beings to reach all corners of
the world. And an unintended though
important consequence was that it led
to the induction of Indians, as officers
in the British Indian Army, around
whom the Army of Independent India
stands strong and firm today. Haifa was
also a landmark battle, for it was the last
true cavalry charge in the annals of
history, as aircraft, tanks and armoured
cars had made their appearance in the

battle field, leaving no role for horsed
cavalry, whose use was relegated to
ceremonial functions as a romantic
reminder of their once dominant role.

The Protagonists
On one side was arraigned the Ottoman
Empire and their German and Austrian
Allies. On the other was the British
Empire of which India was the jewel in
the crown and other Allied powers.
India was at that time a British colony
and was involved in the war not by
choice but by compulsion. The Indian
Army was the largest component of the
Allied Forces in the Middle East, but as
expected, the Commander in Chief was
a Britisher, Gen. Edmund Allenby and
so were the other senior officers, some
though being from Australia and New
Zealand. Amongst the Australian
commanders was General Chauvel the
supremely competent commander of
the Desert Mounted Corps, under
whose leadership the Indian Imperial
Service Cavalry Brigade fought this
battle. The Indian Army was
represented by two components, one
was the British Indian Army officered
exclusively by British officers under
direct control of the Viceroy and the
other was the Indian State Forces who
generally had Indian officers with a few
Britishers as advisors. These forces
belonged to the Princely States. At the
Battle of Haifa they were the Hyderabad
Lancers, Mysore Lancers and the
Jodhpur Lancers of the 15th Imperial
Service Cavalry Brigade.

Prelude to Battle
By the beginning of September 1918,
Russia was out of the war but Germany
held on to large tracts of Russian
territory. The Allies were however
resuming their offensive and the

BATTLE OF HAIFA
Maj Chandrakant Singh, VrC
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German forces were hard pressed to
hold on to the gains they had made
earlier in the War. In Mesopotamia and
Palestine, the Turkish Army was
gradually being pushed out, but was far
from defeated. However, to obviate the
difficulties of the Allied Forces in
maintaining their army over a single
railway track, it was therefore
imperative for them to capture a port

on the Mediterranean Coast. Haifa was
the obvious choice both because of its
location and its fine harbour. Another
factor that influenced British policy was
that it was in Haifa that Abdul Baha, the
spiritual head of the Bahai’s was held
prisoner by the Turks. Abdul Baha had
been tried for sedition and was
condemned to death by crucifixion. The
British government wanted him

rescued and accordingly, Lord Balfour,
the British Foreign Secretary sent a
signal to General Allenby asking him to
rescue Abdul Baha and ensure his
safety. This task was given to the 15th
Imperial Service Cavalry Brigade under
which served the Lancer Regiments
from Hyderabad, Mysore and Jodhpur.
The task was formidable as the Turks
had well prepared defences on the
heights of Mount Carmel, to include
artillery and machine guns. The heights
of Mount Carmel also were not
conducive to a cavalry charge. To add to
the difficulties, the opposing
Commander of the 8th Turkish Army
was the formidable General, Kamal
Pasha later more popularly known as
Kamal Ataturk. He had a few years
earlier given a bloody nose to the Allied
Forces at Gallipoli and forced their
withdrawal with very heavy loses — an
event commemorated by the
Australians and New Zealanders as
ANZAC Day — a day of remembrance
and prayer.

The Battle
Haifa lay deep behind enemy lines,
which extended from the Jordan Valley,
the Sea of Galilee and Judean Hills in
the East across the Plain of Sharon to
the Mediterranean Coast. On 19 Sep
1918, the Allied Forces consisting of
mainly cavalry units attacked the
Turkish positions at Nablus, Nazareth,
Bethlehem and Megiddo and by the
21st had broken through the Turkish
positions capturing a large number of
prisoners. To guard the prisoners, the
Hyderabad Lancers were detached from
the 15th Imperial Service Cavalry
Brigade and thus missed the action at
Haifa. The rest of the Brigade reached
Haifa on 22 September and
commenced their reconnaissance of
the enemy’s positions at Haifa and Acre.
It was determined that the Turks had
deployed most of their machine guns
on the lower slopes of Mount Carmel
and artillery was deployed in four
different positions. The Mysore Lancers
were tasked to capture the machine gun
positions by attacking from the East
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and provide covering fire to the Jodhpur
Lancers during their charge from the
North to capture Mount Carmel and the
town of Haifa.

The simultaneous attacks
commenced at 1400 hours on 23
September. The Mysore Lancers
dismounted and climbed up a steep
track which took them to the Austrian
Artillery battery position which they
managed to capture and also captured
and killed several Turkish machine
gunners. The Jodhpur Lancers who
were to attack from the North found
that the steep banks of the Keshon River
which ran parallel to Mount Carmel and
the soft marshy ground posed an
insurmountable obstacle for their
horses two of whom were swallowed by
quicksand. Fortunately, the troopers on
the left flank of the Jodhpurs had found
a ford which took them across the
Keshon and into the flat ground
between the lower slopes of Mount
Carmel and the Keshon River. The
upper slopes had already been captured
by the Mysores. In this gap the Jodhpurs
formed up and launched their charge
with their Commanding Officer, Major
Dalpat Singh leading from the front.
Unfortunately, he was hit by enemy fire
and died, but Capt Aman Singh
immediately took charge of the
Regiment, and brought order to the
confusion that prevailed soon after the
Commanding Officer’s death. Capt
Aman Singh leading ‘B’ Squadron and
Capt Anoop Singh at the head of ‘D’
Squadron braved a hail of bullets and
shells, and galloped onto the enemy
positions both on the hill and in the
town taking them at the point of the
their lances and swords. So surprised
was the enemy at the bold and
courageous action of the Jodhpur
Lancers that most left their positions
and fled, to be captured later.

In this battle, the Jodhpur’s suffered
the loss of their Commanding Officer
and seven other ranks killed and six
officers and twenty-eight other ranks
wounded. Amongst the wounded was
Capt Bahadur Singh who lost an eye.
He was to rise later as the Commander

in Chief of the Jodhpur State Forces and
was known as the Kana General (one
eyed). The Jodhpurs also suffered sixty
horses killed and eighty-three horses
injured. Great credit is also due to the
Mysore Lancers for the fire support they
provided to the Jodhpurs and for the
capture of Turkish gun positions. The
Turkish losses were about fifteen
hundred killed, wounded or captured

including some German and Austrian
officers. 17 Artillery guns, two naval
guns and about thirty machine guns
were captured. More than the physical
losses suffered by the Turks, the Battle
of Haifa broke the morale of their army
and its retreat became a rout which
resulted in the Armistice being signed
by not only the Turks but also by
Germany.
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On the morning of 24 September,
that is a day after the capture of Haifa
Indian troops (Mysore Lancers)
proceeded to the house were Abdul
Baha was confined and released him
and his family from captivity. The
family had been denied sufficient food
for days and all of them were suffering
from malnourishment. Seeing their
plight the Indian soldiers immediately
made sure that adequate food was
obtained and supplied to them till such
time as they could make their own

arrangements.
The official history of the war states

“no more remarkable cavalry action of
its scale was fought in the whole course
of the campaign.” In Palestine the
Jodhpur Lancers demonstrated that a
regiment officered entirely by Indians
was equal to if not better than any
regiment of any army in the world. 

Impact of the Battle
The outcome of the battle influenced
history in four ways. Firstly, it hastened

the end of the War by forcing the
capitulation of Turkey. This saw power
being transferred from the hands of the
Sultan to the representatives of the
Young Turks led by Kemal Pasha.
Secondly, by release from captivity and
sentence of death of Abdul Baha, it
ensured the survival of the Bahai Faith.
Thirdly, the display of exceptional
heroism and professional competence
by Indian troops led solely by Indian
officers forced the British Government
to break racial barriers and opened the
way for grant of Kings Commission as
officers to Indians. This had earlier been
resisted on the grounds that Indians
lacked the leadership qualities to make
good officers. Entry to Sandhurst was
opened soon after the War and The
Prince of Wales Royal Indian Military
College was founded in1922 to prepare
suitable applicants for entry into
Sandhurst. Consequently, at the end of
the Second World War, there was a
million strong Indian Army officered by
Indians, fully supportive of the
Independence movement. That
ensured that Britain could no longer
hold on to India — a fact acknowledged
in a letter from the Viceroy, Field
Marshal Lord Wavell to the British
Prime Minister in 1946. Lastly, the
defeat of the Ottoman Empire resulted
in the abolishment of the institution of
the Caliphate and the freedom and
creation of the states of Israel, Saudi
Arabia, Iraq, Syria and Lebanon.

Commissioned in 4 Guards, Major
Chandrakant Singh, VrCis a veteran of
the 1971 Bangladesh Liberation War,
where he was wounded and awarded
the VrC for conspicuous gallantry and
courage displayed throughout the war.

Popularly called ‘Paunchy’ by his
friends, he took premature retirement
in 1977 and is now involved in writing
and speaking on environmental and

defence related issues.

BATTLE OF HAIFA
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Crises are usually

singular events, but on

rare occasions they

come in pairs. This has

happened twice in the

Nuclear Age, by my

count. A third pairing

might be in the offing.

My intention here is not to further overload

circuits. The U.S.-North Korean standoff will

more than suffice, but I believe a heads up is

warranted.

We know that the possibility of another

war on the Korean peninsula cannot be

wished away. Conflict could occur if

President Trump means what he says – that

the United States cannot accept a mutual

deterrence relationship with North Korea.

War could also happen by miscalculation. As

this extended crisis plays out, relations

between other nuclear-armed states have

serious friction points. U.S.-Russia, U.S.-

China, China-India, and India-Pakistan

relations could deteriorate rapidly. On top of

this, Trump might nullify an agreement

negotiated during the Obama administration

that verifiably limits Iran’s nuclear

capabilities – even if Tehran remains in

compliance with its terms.

Because of these friction points, nuclear

war-fighting capabilities are being refined.

The United States and Russia are

recapitalising their nuclear forces, while

China, Pakistan, India and North Korea are

increasing theirs. Concurrently, treaties are

unraveling, thanks to the actions of

Republicans on Capitol Hill and Vladimir

Putin. Nuclear war-fighting capabilities are

pursued to “strengthen” deterrence, but

deterrence alone has not kept the nuclear

peace; a combination of deterrence and

diplomacy has, and can again. At present,

diplomacy to reduce nuclear dangers is

nonexistent for every troubled pairing. There

is a distinct possibility that friction between

one of these pairings could flare into a

confrontation while the United States and

North Korea are at loggerheads. It’s

happened before.

In 1956, the leaders of Great Britain and

France, acting on the core belief that they

could not accept Gamal Abdel Nasser’s

seizure of the Suez Canal, carried out a

preemptive war with Israeli collusion. Their

war aims were not achieved because they

falsely assumed that President Eisenhower

would support their actions. While attention

was focused on the Suez crisis, the Kremlin

sent Soviet forces into Hungary to quell an

uprising. The Kremlin succeeded,

unmasking the Eisenhower administration’s

unwillingness to back up its rhetoric about

rolling back the Iron Curtain. Note to leaders:

double-check your core assumptions and

your rhetoric.

In 1962, the world’s most dangerous

nuclear crisis to date played out over the

covert introduction of Soviet missiles into

Cuba. President Kennedy operated on the

core belief that these missiles — he and his

advisors did not know that they were

accompanied with nuclear warheads — had

to be removed. While Washington and other

capitals were transfixed by the Cuban missile

crisis, a border war occurred between China

and India, much to New Delhi’s surprise.

Chinese troops repulsed forward-deployed

Indian forces along a contested border and,

having taught India a painful lesson, fell

back. Note to leaders: bad surprises can

outnumber good ones in crises and warfare.

If Trump’s core belief in the North Korean

standoff is that the United States cannot

accept a North Korea armed with nuclear

weapons, then a third war between nuclear-

armed states is possible — the other two

being the 1969 Sino-Soviet border clash and

the 1999 limited war over Kashmir between

India and Pakistan. Any one of the troubled

nuclear pairings could turn into a second

crisis during the U.S.-North Korean standoff.

India and China are engaged in another flare

up over contested border areas, which

worries strategic analysts in New Delhi. But

the conventional wisdom I heard during a

recent trip holds that a war with China is

unlikely, while additional stand-offs along

un-demarcated borders can be expected.

More ominous, in my view, is continued

violence along the divide separating Indian

and Pakistani-administered Kashmir, and

within the Muslim majority Kashmir Valley,

which is almost completely disaffected from

Indian rule. In September 2016, Indian Prime

Minister Narendra Modi tried to break this

cycle of violence, which included attacks on

Indian military camps, by authorising and

publicising “surgical strikes” against

Pakistani military posts. This message to

Rawalpindi to control extremist groups that

enjoy safe havens didn’t work. Instead, the

pattern of violence along the Kashmir divide

continues unabated, without marked public

comment from other capitals.

This situation is reminiscent of

developments preceding the most serious

nuclear crisis on the subcontinent, when

rising violence preceded an attack on the

Indian parliament building in December

2001 that could have resulted in the deaths of

Cabinet members and legislators. Both

countries then mobilised for a war that was

avoided by New Delhi’s second thoughts and

U.S. crisis management.

All of the trend lines between India and

Pakistan point toward another crisis. Public

diplomacy is absent. Extremist groups that

focus on Kashmir are unlikely to sit idly by as

Kashmiris resist Indian rule. They can expect

help from Pakistan’s military and intelligence

services that view Modi as unalterably

hostile, despite his attempts to improve

relations. There is deep resentment directed

at Washington’s embrace of India, topped off

by Trump’s public invitation to New Delhi to

play a more prominent role in Afghanistan.

The Trump administration’s strong warnings

directed at Rawalpindi might induce caution

— but I wouldn’t bet on it.

Circumstances are pointing toward

another face-off between India and Pakistan

this year or next. Preventive diplomacy will

be a very heavy lift.

Michael Krepon is the Co-founder of the

Stimson Center. This essay appeared in

Arms Control Wonk.

PARALLEL CRISES
Michael Krepon  
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The Gyroplane is an aerial platform which is a re-emerging
technology; it draws its basic avionics principles from both
the Airplane (Fixed winged) and from a helicopter (Rotary
wing) platforms. The Gyroplane operates on the principle of
Auto-rotation which makes it the safest aircraft in flight.

Characteristics & USP
• Versatile, easily maneuverable and agile aerial Platform.
• Very Cost effective. Costs 1/10th cost of a conventional

Helicopter.
• Extremely Safe.
• No elaborate Infrastructure required to operate and

maintain it.
• Very easy to learn how to fly at negligible cost.
• Operates on normal petrol making it one of the most
convenient aircraft.

Applications
For the military and border guarding forces, the gyroplane
could be used for border patrolling, area domination, air
surveillance, convoy protection and coastal guarding. It also
has utility as an air ambulance, especially in remote areas.

For police forces, it could be useful for law enforcement,
providing an eye in the sky to monitor trouble spots. Some of
the ways in which law enforcement agencies can use the
gyroplanes are as under:
• In anti terror operations, it could be used to function as an

aerial command and control centre with a commander on
board to take decisions in real time based on the developing
situation.

• An aerial platform such as a gyroplane is advantageous in
addressing concerns related to trafficking of humans,
animals or poaching.

• Riots are a common feature in the country and have a
tendency of erupting in the most unpredictable manner,
time and place. Correct, sensitive yet firm handling of Riots
is an essential skill which the Police Force has to be capable
of. A gyroplane fitted with appropriate cameras and sensors
will be useful in monitoring and controlling the situation as
also in providing evidence which could be used for
prosecution of the rioters later. A similar use could be made
in case of communal riots, which could bring the situation
rapidly under control.

• A more mundane use, but nevertheless an important
function could be to use the gyroplane for purposes of traffic
management and for highway patrols. They could also be
used to check encroachments, illegal mining, VIP protection
etc.

Disaster management is another area where the gyroplane
has great utility. They could be used to drop supplies, act as
communication and command posts and also be used for
casualty evacuation or for transporting rescue personnel,

doctors and others into the disaster zone.
Considering the multiple security challenges that we are

faced with today, the gyroplane may perhaps be a useful tool
in the hands of the military and the security forces.

GYROPLANES
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During our recent course reunion at the
National Defence Academy, the first
thing that struck me was how incredibly
small the distances were between all the
points of interest in the Academy,
contrary to what it seemed forty-three
years ago, when the norm to get from
one place to another was mostly
marching, doubling-up or by cycle. Of
course, all these thoughts were coming
to me while I was tootling along the
sidewalk, deliberately keeping out of
step with my retired course mates and
trying to recall the exact spots where I
was either lifting a bicycle over my head
or doing a couple of front rolls.
Memories flooded my mind, especially
at the spots where I was ‘awarded’
Restrictions for doing something stupid.

NDA gives no space for ignorance of
rules, even rules that I never knew, I
didn’t have to know. For instance, once
while walking back to the squadron
from Sudan Block after extra classes two
of us from my Squadron wandered off
the well-worn path and decided to

climb into the tank parked close to the
road. I sat at the controls like a man
marooned on a desert island, trying to
breathe a little life into the machine. I
imagined it coughed a little burp of
hope as I prodded the throttle. My
partner tried to move the barrel to point
in the opposite direction. Maybe they
had stripped off the tank with all its
accessories, but I noticed that it had
fewer toys than an Ethiopian boy on his
21st birthday. I loved the sound of a
Vespa scooter or the strain of a Fiat car,
but the sound that came from the
rusted gears of the Tank seemed
delightful. “What sound?” asked my
partner. “Somebody is shouting for us
to get out of the Tank!”

Unknown to us, a Drill Instructor
who was probably returning home, saw
the turret moving. And like all Drill
Instructors, he began barking orders.
But his shouting at a Tank parked in the
dark did manage to raise a few
eyebrows from passers-by and
consequently their surprise turned into
uncontrollable mirth as he went onto
tell the ‘tank’ that it was no use
remaining quiet in the dark. When we
emerged from the tank a few minutes
later, I noticed the Drill Instructor
turned out to be from my own squadron
and had seemingly turned purple with
righteous indignation. For a moment I
thought he would fill my trouser
pockets with kerosene and set me
alight. Instead, he simply marched both
of us to the ‘Den of Inequity’, the
Squadron Commander’s office, where
he showed us with moistened eyes, the
Restriction Chart for my Squadron,

which looked like the Luftwaffe Air
Traffic radar display in the 1940’s - up,
up and away, with my squadron at pole
position. Thanks to the chart, we
happily got away with one hour of
putti-parade the following Sunday
afternoon, but the moral lecture we got
from him left us floundering. He also
mentioned that if we had trained the
turret but kept the barrel horizontal, we
wouldn’t have got caught. But that was a
rule that we didn’t have to know!

In all my six terms in NDA I never
used my handkerchief, the way it was
meant to be used. In fact my six hankies
used to be arranged like a bunch of
flowers on the top shelf of my wooden
cupboard, brand new, sparkling white,
and folded evenly. I used to look at them
lovingly, while snorting into paper
tissues which I collected from the
various restaurants in Pune over the
weekend. The hankies were folded to
perfection, slim-line and capable of
fitting into the pockets of my shorts or
trousers, without making me look like
an FBI agent. But they were of rather less
use to me than a trawler boat fishing for
prawns in the Khadakwasla Lake. This
silly habit of keeping well starched
hankies in my pockets without using
them continued till well after I got
married, when my wife in a flurry of
domesticity, used to demand them to
wipe my daughter’s bottom. That’s when
the old habit faded away.

The squadron’s ante-room was a
favourite place to hide out when we
didn’t want to attend a compulsory
swimming or athletics event at the
stadium, since the squadron officers

MEMORIES OF DAYS
GONE BY

Capt (IN) Anil Gonsalves
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normally checked only the cabins for
truant cadets. I once lost a bet for a
wager of five donuts. Twenty bucks was
a lot of dosh in those days for someone
whose monthly stipend was just 35
bucks and whose wallet invariably said
“insufficient funds”. So I agreed to skip
the Lake swimming event and listen to
music at a low volume in the ante-room
for a quid pro quo deal, with the gates
locked and the room in total darkness.
That afternoon somebody from the
squadron office opened the ante-room
for some work. We managed to escape
by the skin of our teeth by staying one
room ahead of our assailant and by
outrunning a Tornado jet to escape into
the toilet, where we sat on our
haunches for almost two hours till the
rest of the squadron returned. Visiting
the same wardroom after 43 years

brought back these memories.
After the group photograph on the

steps of Sudan Block we walked back to
our individual squadrons for
photographs. Standing near the Ashoka
Pillar, I could visualise a traffic snarl
that only the Pune roads can muster,
when the ACA would summon an
Academy Fall-in on a Saturday
afternoon. I would usually be sitting in
the library browsing through Mad and
Punch magazines, till the traffic jam
cleared and there was still time to enter
the Mess for lunch.

A visit to the Equitation Lines
brought back memories of how often I
ventured risking a cardiac arrest. My
smarter course mates used to always
arrive early and take the best horses and
I would get the last one standing called
Bulldozer. Bulldozer was a horse no one
wanted to ride. If you somehow

managed to mount it, then it was just a
matter of time before his front legs
lifted high up followed by a scissor-cut
kick with his hind legs, while you just
sat there doing nothing till you hit the
ground. Well, that’s what I used to do
anyway. I always felt onlookers would
be impressed by this stunt had they not
caught a glimpse of my countenance
before I fell. Bulldozer could buck and
writhe, kick, shake and rattle, all at the
same time. And he went through all the
motions without even gently
perspiring, and remained as unruffled
as the Head Butler at a Dinner Night at
the NDA Mess. As for me, I used to be
dripping sweat and holding onto my
pith hat or whatever was left of it
because he loved to eat pith hats. Like
me, there were a few others from other
squadrons, who I saw fairly regularly,

having a perpetually frightened look on
their faces, heading off on their horses
towards whatever horizon was
available, from one Toli to another,
ricocheting their way all over the
Equitation Lines, in a sort of large scale
demonstration of the Physics Law of
Brownian motion.

Now, if I were to tell you that the final
exam question papers in our sixth term
had leaked before the exam, you would
probably raise one of your eyebrows.
And if I told you that our Drill Subedar
Major was actually a closet Bharat
Natayam dancer, the other eyebrow
would surely join the first one. But if I
told you that I cleared the ‘lane jump’
the first attempt, you’d probably flip
over and die of laughter. Nevertheless,
in my very first attempt, I emerged from
the lane holding onto Bulldozer from
under his neck. And because I hadn’t

fallen off, technically I had cleared the
jump and breezed past my fourth term
without having to ride a horse ever
again!

We had such fun in our ‘F’-
classification classes. One of our
professors would allow the smokers to
go to the bathroom despite knowing
they were going to enjoy a smoke.
Another one never shook himself
properly after a visit to the loo. And the
third one always leaked the paper a day
before the exams.

In my first term at NDA I had wished
to God that I had chosen to become an
accountant. But by my sixth term I was
happy I had gone through NDA. There
were lots of things I wish I hadn’t done
at NDA. I wish I’d stopped predicting
the question paper before every exam. I
wish I could have looked Bulldozer in
the eye and mustered the courage to sit
in the saddle firmly. But most of all I
wish I hadn’t grown up so quickly and
continued to have fun even at the risk of
getting punished for it. I now know that
I can now do all the things in NDA that
I wished I’d done, without having to feel
the embarrassment for doing it! Life has
come a full circle for me.

I’ve been asked by people why go
through NDA when you can enjoy
college life and still join the Navy. My
reply is usually with another question:
why have a bar-b-que, when you have a
stove to cook your supper, or why climb
Mount Everest when you could watch it
in a documentary?

Coming back to NDA after 43 years
was like witnessing a waterfall with all
its drama and power. In the three days it
took for our reunion, I had my
memories all sewn up.

Captain Anil Gonsalves, IN, (Retd)
joined NDA in 1975 and passed out in

1978. He commanded Coast Guard
ship Rajshree and INS Mahish in the

Navy among his varied appointments.
He took premature retirement in 2005

and presently is working in the
Offshore Division of the Shipping

Corporation of India as Master in their
Platform Support Vessels.

IN LIGHTER VEIN

IN MY FIRST TERM AT NDA I HAD WISHED TO GOD THAT I HAD
CHOSEN TO BECOME AN ACCOUNTANT. BUT BY MY SIXTH TERM
I WAS HAPPY I HAD GONE THROUGH NDA. THERE WERE LOTS OF
THINGS I WISH I HADN’T DONE AT NDA. I WISH I’D STOPPED
PREDICTING THE QUESTION PAPER BEFORE EVERY EXAM. I
WISH I COULD HAVE LOOKED BULLDOZER IN THE EYE AND
MUSTERED THE COURAGE TO SIT IN THE SADDLE FIRMLY.
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The much awaited affidavit on the
Government’s stand on Rohingya issue
has been filed before the Supreme Court.
The government’s viewpoint echoes the
sentiments of the vast majority of
security analysts who consider
Rohingyas a threat to national security.
The government of India in an
unequivocal manner and without
mincing any words has clearly described
Rohingyas as a part of “bigger sinister
designs” and a “serious security threat”.
The government in its affidavit has also
stated that it has credible inputs that
Rohingyas, who have entered India
illegally, have links with terrorist groups
and hawala channel operators. It further
stated that some of them were in league
with global jihadi terrorist organisation
Daesh or ISIS and Pakistan’s Inter-
Services Intelligence (ISI), which has
been responsible for spreading terrorism
in Jammu & Kashmir and other parts of
the country.
It is ironic that the plain speaking by

the government is being deliberately
misinterpreted by certain political
parties by spreading the canard of
“religious discrimination”. The sincerity

of the government is being questioned by
those who thrived in politics by
exploiting this particular community as a
“vote bank” even at the cost of national
security and integrity. The statement of
Advocate Prashant Bhushan, whose
political leanings are well known, is
tantamount to arousing communal
passions to disturb the prevailing peace
and tranquillity. Mani Shankar Aiyyar,
who during a panel discussion on a
Pakistani news channel in November
2015 had advocated the need to remove
Modi, for the talks between two
neighbours to resume, has gone to the
extent of terming the government’s move
to deport the illegal Rohingya
immigrants as “furtherance of agenda of
Hindutva”. What a skewed imagination?
The ex Chief Minister of the state who is
famous for his tweets has also tried to
give the crisis a communal touch by
tweeting that the Rohingya threat in
Jammu and Kashmir was a post-2014
development. It is natural to expect such
a statement from him since he was also
part of the “bigger sinister designs”
through which the Rohingyas were
allowed to come all the way from
Bangladesh and facilitated to settle in
sensitive Jammu region. His coalition
government (NC-Congress) not only
welcomed them but also provided them
water and electricity connections as well
as voter cards. He also conveniently
forgets that one of the two LeT terrorists
killed in South Kashmir in October 2015
named Abdur Rehman al Arkani alias
Chotta Burmi was a Rohingya.
Interestingly, it is not only the

Government of India that considers
Rohingyas as a security threat. Both
Myanmar and Bangladesh also hold a
similar view. Many other Muslim nations

like Indonesia and Malaysia have resisted
the entry of Rohingyas into their country
on security concerns, despite sharing
religious affinity. In June 2017,
Bangladesh Foreign minister Abul
Hassan Mahmood Ali told the national
parliament that Rohingyas may become
a threat for national security in the
future. "Among the Cox's Bazar
population, 20-25 percent people are
now Rakhine Muslims. Such huge
Rakhine Muslims may become a threat
for national security in the future," he
said. Only recently his junior minister
Shariar Alam echoed the same
sentiments when he said that the
Rohingya crisis is both a humanitarian
and security issue. He further said that
the possibility of links between Arakan
Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA) and
foreign terror groups cannot be ruled
out. India also shares a similar view
point. India has sent relief material to the
refugee camps in Bangladesh housing
Rohingya refugees as humanitarian aid.
But humanitarianism and national
security cannot be viewed through the
same prism, particularly when India is a
victim of global jihadi terror. The pseudo-
seculars are refusing to accept the
presence of elephant in the room and
trying to make it a communal issue. Ram
Madhav, BJP General Secretary has aptly
stated India’s stand, “As far as Rohingya
issue is concerned, our government’s
position is very clear. Where it is a
humanitarian question, there the
government has immediately stepped in
tackling that problem. But when national
security concerns are involved, we will
deal with those sections very sternly.”
One does not need to be a student of

space science to understand the logic
behind the Pakistani handlers of

THE ROHINGYA PROBLEM:
Let Religion not Overshadow National Security

Brig Anil Gupta
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separatists in Kashmir giving a diktat to
them to go all out to prevent the
deportation of Rohingyas from Jammu as
these refugees can “prove helpful” in
future. It is learnt from newspaper
reports that separatists are planning to
trigger an agitation in the Valley, the
ground work for which has already
begun. Many sympathisers of the
Rohingyas are using the social media to
spread a distorted and concocted
campaign of atrocities against them. For
them, the Rohingya crisis has already
become a “burning issue” in Kashmir.
The reason is simple. The handlers of
separatists are the same ISI operatives
who are involved in a sinister conspiracy
of radicalising, training and financing the
Rohingyas in Bangladesh’s Cox Bazar
area (where maximum Rohingyas have
migrated). ISI thereafter planned and
facilitated their illegal entry into India
through the porous Bangladesh border
and despatched them to selected
destinations in India which include
communally sensitive regions like
Jammu, Delhi, Rajasthan and
Hyderabad.
The ISI’s intention behind selecting

these destinations is two-fold: firstly; to
spread fundamentalism in the areas they
settle and thereafter use them for Pan
Islamisation of the region, secondly; to
foment serious political and religious
fights to force the exodus of Hindus to
alter the regional demography. As and
when needed, they can be inducted into
terrorism. A couple of days back, a
Rohingya youth was caught in Jammu in
a narcotics case. India is already a victim
of ISI sponsored “narcotic terrorism” and
involvement in drug trafficking is the
stepping stone to terrorism. Another al
Qaeda terrorist of British origin has been
arrested in New Delhi who is actively
involved in inducting Rohingyas into
terrorism as part of “Plan Rohingya”.
Majority of the Rohingyas have already
been radicalised in the camps in
Bangladesh where ISI, ISIS, al Qaeda, LeT
and JeM trainers are busy training the
Rohingyas as ‘jihadis’. There is no
denying the fact that all Rohingyas
cannot be painted with same brush. But

it is equally well known that one rotten
apple spoils the whole barrel. AQIS and
ISIS have also called for coming to the aid
of Rohingyas. 
For those who are using the ridiculous

argument that not even a single FIR has
been filed against the Rohingyas in terror
related activities, it should suffice to say
that “forewarned is always well armed.”
The nation need not wait for the worst to
happen but learn a lesson from what is
happening around the world particularly
in Western Europe, England and
America. The influx of refugees into these
nations has now emerged as a big
security challenge. India, which is
already a victim of global jihadi terror,
can ill afford any more experiments on
this issue and if she does it will be at the
peril of national security. The active
involvement of Hafiz Saeed, strategic
asset of ISI, is reason enough for India to
treat Rohingyas as security threat. The
secular brigade in India will be well
advised to divorce religion from
Rohingya crisis and shed their tunnel
vision to grasp the wider and relatively
more important issue of national
security.
In a major development, Aung San

Suu Kyi, de-facto ruler of Myanmar, has
announced the willingness of her
government to take back Rohingyas after
due verification. This change of heart has
happened after the recent talks held by
Prime Minister Modi with the Myanmar

supremo and can also be termed as
another diplomatic achievement for
India. Suu Kyi has also stated that
majority of the Muslims have not joined
the exodus and more than 50 percent
villages of those who migrated are still
intact. The fact is that those Muslims who
are peace loving and believe in friendly
co-existence and are not in conflict with
the locals continued to stay and only
those who were radicalised migrated to
Bangladesh. While in Cox Bazar ISI has
assumed their control and is using them
as cannon fodder for jihadi terror outfits.
As clarified by the Home Minister, the

Supreme Court will take a call on the
government’s plan to deport Rohingya
Muslims, who entered the country
illegally. One has highest regards for the
judiciary and hopes that the judiciary will
follow the well-established principle of
“Application of Mind” while interpreting
the relevant statutes and come out with a
judgement that is best in national
interest. At the same time, one would not
hesitate to add that while judiciary may
give its considered opinion, the subject
matter falls in the domain of executive
and the final call on deportation of
Rohingyas will have to be taken by the
Government of India which is mandated
to ensure nation’s security.

Brig Anil Gupta is a Jammu based
political commentator, columnist,

security and strategic analyst.He can be
contacted at anil5457@gmail.com)
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ATAGS TEST FIRED
Setting a worldwide record, India’s very own indigenous
gun–the first high capacity, long range 155mm 52 caliber
Advanced Towed Artillery Gun System (ATAGS), on 4
September 2017, successfully test-fired three shells out to a
distance of 48 kilometres from the gun position at the Pokhran
ranges. This is perhaps the longest range ever achieved by any
155 mm 52-calibre gun in service, anywhere in the world,
where most such guns have a range of 40-45 kilometres. The
ammunition used was High Explosive-Base Bleed(HE – BB), a
special, long-range ammunition. The longer range achieved in
the ATAGS is due to its larger chamber — 25 litres — that packs
in more high explosive propellant, thus enabling longer range,
compared to 23 litres in most 155-millimetre guns like the
French Nexter and Israeli Elbit guns.
The ATAGS is being developed by DRDO through two

prototypes. One is in partnership with Tata Power (Strategic
Engineering Division) and another with Bharat Forge.With the
successful completion of summer trials in Pokhran, the ATAGS
will now undergo modifications and prepare for “winter trials”
in December.

BREAKING THE STALEMATE: FICV
The Army requires about 2300 FICVs to replace its ageing fleet
of BMP II Infantry Combat Vehicles. The cost is projected at Rs
60,000 crore. The Acceptance of Necessity (AON) was first
accorded by the defence ministry (MoD) way back in October
2009. However, progress got stalled due to bureaucratic
bottlenecks and wrangling and corporate rivalry. To further
complicate matters, the US has now also offered India the
development and production of armoured personnel carriers
in a trilateral venture with Israel under the Defence
Technology and Trade Initiative (DTTI). Under the original
FICV project, two of the five Indian private firms in the fray,
apart from the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB), were to be
selected to design and build prototypes, with the government
funding 80 percent of the developmental cost of around Rs
3,000 crore. The private contenders are L&T, Mahindra,
Pipavav Defence & Offshore Engineering and two

consortiums of Tata Motors-Bharat Forge and Tata Power
SED-Titagarh Wagons. The best prototype thereafter was to
get the go-ahead for mass production of the FICVs.
The hitch came in with a major disagreement within the

MoD over the number of private contenders that should be
asked to make detailed project reports. One section was of the
view that all five contenders must get the opportunity. The
other view was that only the two which are selected should be
involved in the process to avoid further delays and costs.This
has stalled the entire process for long despite the MoD’s
integrated project management team having evaluated the
EoI (expression of interest) responses submitted by the OFB
and five private vendors.
This is a call which the new Defence Minister, Ms Nirmala

Sitharaman will have to take in the meeting of the Defence
Acquisition Council. There is a need for quicker decision
making as till date, no major “Make in India” project in
defence production, from new-generation stealth submarines
to light utility helicopters, has taken concrete shape on the
ground. The decision on FICVs must be taken quickly, as they
are required to negate any potential threat from Pakistan.
While such threats in the near to medium term appear
minimal, it must also be remembered that the lead time for
product testing, production and induction is very long. With
the close relations that exist between China and Pakistan,
India can ill afford to delay on a matter of such vital import.
The previous EoI for the FICV project, which was issued in
May 2010, was scrapped by the MoD after major faults were
found in the evaluation process in December 2012. The
current EoI, issued in July 2015, lays down the contenders will
be assessed on four major counts: commercial, technical
capability, availability of critical technologies and technical
specifications of the FICVs they propose to build. The BMP-2
infantry combat vehicles (ICV) currently in service are being
license produced by OFB and there are around 2000 such
platforms in operation.
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Navika Sagar Parikrama is the name given to
an all women naval expedition sailing the
globe. It was flagged off on 10 September
2017, by the Raksha Mantri, Smt Nirmala
Sitharaman at the INS Mandovi Naval
Training Base near Panaji. Nirmala
Sitharaman had assumed charge of the
Defence Ministry just a week earlier and this
was one of her first tasks as the Raksha
Mantri.
The crew of the 'Sagar Parikrama'

comprises of a six-member all women team
on board the sailing vessel INSV Tarini and
will circumnavigate the globe in
approximately 165 days. Captained by Lt.
Commander Vartika Joshi, the other crew
members are Lt Commander Pratibha
Jamwal, Lt Commander P Swathi, Lt S.
Vijaya Devi, Lt B. Aishwarya and Lt Payal
Gupta. They are expected to return in March
2018.
INSV Tarini is a 55-foot sailing vessel,

which has been built indigenously, and was
inducted in the Indian Navy earlier this
year.The crew will stop at four ports—
Fremantle (Australia), Lyttleton (New
Zealand), Port Stanley (Falklands), and Cape
Town (South Africa). Speaking on the
occasion, the Raksha Mantri called it “a
historic day for India,” which will be marked
in Indian and global navigation history.

To mark the coming Centennial of the
Battle of Haifa, a series of events are being
planned over the year by various
organisations to commemorate the event.
To kick start the commemoration, the
Indian War Veterans Association (IWVA),
in collaboration with India Foundation and
Nehru Memorial Museum and Library
(NMML) hosted a seminar in the NMML
auditorium in Teen Murti Bhavan on 20
September 2017. The event was graced
by veterans, serving officers and a large
number of dignitaries to include Shri
Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Minister of
State in the Ministry of Agriculture, whose
ancestors fought in that battle and Shri

Ram Madhav, National General Secretary
of the Bhartiya Janta Party, who also spoke
during the event. The other speakers were
Brig MS Jodha, Gp Cdr, NCC, Tejpur, Maj

Chadrakant Singh, VrC, (Retd) Col
Bhawani Singh, (Retd), Ms Nazneen
Rowhani, Secretary General of the
Spiritual Association of the Bahai’s in
India, Shri Bhaskar Rao, Addl DG,
Karnataka State Reserve Police Forces and
Shri Wajahat Habibullah, all of whom had
some connect with this epic battle fought
on 23 September 1918, when the Indian
Cavalry charged a well fortified Turkish
position defended by machine guns and
artillery and won the day. Teen Murti
Bhavan derives its name from this battle,
the three soldiers depicting the three
Indian Regiments which were part in this
action.

L to R: Wg Cdr Vinod Nebb, VrC and Bar,
Shri Ram Madhav, Shri Gajendra Singh
Shekhawat, Maj Gen Dhruv C Katoch, Brig
MS Jodha and Shri Bhaskar Rao.
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US DRONES TO MONITOR
INDIAN OCEAN?
With the Chines Navy (PLAN) increasing its footprints in the Indian
Ocean Region (IOR), New Delhi is looking to purchase naval drones
from the U.S. to monitor Chinese naval presence. Upto two dozen
unarmed drones are likely to be purchased at an estimated cost of
USD 3 billion according to defense researcher Jane's by IHS Markit.
The approval by the USA to this sale is the first such clearance to a
friendly, non-NATO nation, but the transaction is yet to be finalised
and was a key topic of discussion during General James Mattis' visit
to India in September.
The Guardian Drone is manufactured by General Atomics, and is

reported to be the world’s most advanced maritime reconnaissance
platform, which can help India track the movement of Chinese
warships with its multi-mode maritime radar.

HAL GETS ORDERS FOR 41
ADVANCED LIGHT
HELICOPTERS
The Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), signed one more contract
for supply of 41 Advanced Light Helicopters (ALH), 40 of which will
be supplied to the Army and one to the Navy. According to Mr. T.
Suvarna Raju, CMD-HAL, this“reflects the trust on HAL’s capabilities
and gives an impetus to Make-in- India campaign. It reposes faith of
Indian Defence forces in indigenous ALH which has been serving
them with distinction for a long time.”
The contracts for supply of 41 ALHs amounting to around Rs

6100 crore will be executed in a period of 60 months. The contract

was signed between MoD and HAL in New Delhi recently. Officials
from MoD, Indian Army, Indian Navy and HAL were present during
the event. Earlier, in March 2017, HAL had signed a contract for
supply of 32 ALH to boost the maritime security capabilities of the
Indian Navy (IN) and Indian Coast Guard (ICG).
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In her first message after assuming charge
as the Defence Minister on 7 September
2107, Mrs. Nirmala Sitharaman said, “My
priority will definitely be the Armed
Forces preparedness. It is important that
the Indian Armed Forces receive the
attention in terms of giving them every
endowment and equipment necessary for
them to perform their duty with the best
of equipment available,” and added that

she will also be pursuing alongside, ‘Make in India’ and welfare
of soldiers and their families.
Taking charge of the Defence Ministry from Finance Minister

Arun Jaitley who was holding additional charge of it since March
2017, she became the first full-time woman Defence Minister of
the country. Her gender predecessor in the distant past was Mrs
Indira Gandhi, who, as the Prime Minister held additional
charge of the Defence Ministry.
Mrs Sitharaman assumed charge shortly after Mr. Jaitley’s

announcement in August 2017 that the government has
decided to implement 65 of the 99 recommendations of the
Shekatkar Committee pertaining to the Army. The panel was
appointed to recommend measures to enhance combat
capability of the armed forces.
“I shall attend to all the long pending issues and in

consultation and the Prime Minister and the Cabinet
Committee on Security (CCS), ensure that those pending issues
are resolved…We shall ensure that the important characters of
what makes ‘Make in India’ an important flagship programme
of the Prime Minister is given full play for defence production,
because India, as you know, is a very big defence equipment
procurer,” Mrs. Sitharaman stated.
On her other priority of armed forces families and their

welfare, Mrs. Sitharaman said, “Let us not for a moment forget
that it is in their welfare, in their families’ welfare that we can
ensure that the soldiers at the very
toughest borders, challenging zones in
which they are protecting this country,
remain absolutely assured that their
interests are being taken care of.” Pledging
to do her best to ensure “defence and
defence priorities are well attended to,”
she added, “I shall be round the clock
available.”
The general opinion of services officers

during the tenure of Mrs. Sitharaman’s
recent predecessor, Mr. Manohar Parrikar
was that he was quite accessible, unlike
some of his predecessors. Mrs.

Sitharaman’s reported intent of daily/frequent interactions with
the three Services Chiefs is a well-meant positive step and a
definite indicator of her being accessible.
Born on August 18, 1959, in Madurai, Tamil Nadu, Mrs.

Sitharaman graduated in economics from Seethalakshmi
Ramaswamy College in Tiruchirapalli and did her masters in
economics from Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.
Thereafter, in London she did a stint with the Agricultural
Engineers Association, worked as senior manager (research and
analysis) with Pricewaterhouse Coopers and did a short stint
with BBC.
With that creditable record, back in India, she became a

member of the National Council for Women from 2003 to 2005,
BJP’s national executive from 2006, being elected as the party's
spokesperson in 2010. Known to be a prolific reader and writer,
whose columns are incisive and impactful, as a spokesperson
she has been articulate, assertive and yet proper in panel
discussions, which often become like fish markets. She
reportedly penned press releases herself and meticulously
edited any conversation of the party that went to the media.
About the contentious Article 370 regarding the status of Jammu
and Kashmir in India, she said that back in 1964 the Prime
Minister had himself said that there are ways to slowly do away
with the provision and it was not an unheard of topic being put
up for discussion.
As the new Defence Minister, Mrs. Sitharaman has a huge

chunk of tasks. Modernisation of the three services, follow-up of
many projects related to defence production and agreements
on acquisitions already underway will require relentless  pursuit
and prodding of the Defence Ministry’s bureaucratic
machinery. 
With all that Mrs. Sitharaman has expressed and with all that

needs to be done, given her past record, there seems no doubt
that with her sincerity, determination, drive and her fresh
approach, much will be achieved to strengthen India’s military
muscle.

WELCOME, MADAME DEFENCE MINISTER
Lt Col Anil Bhat
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VETERANS ALERT

INFORMATION FOR VETERANS

Revision of Disability Pension
under 7th CPC
The National Anomaly Committee has
recommended that parity with civilians
for grant of disability element which was
granted to Defence Forces under 6th
CPC shall be maintained. Disability
element of disability pension for
Defence Forces pensioners shall also be
revised by multiplying the existing rate
of disability element as had been drawn
on 31.12.2015 by factor of 2.57 to arrive
at revised rate of disability element as on
1.1.2016. The amount of revised
disability element so arrived shall be
rounded off to next higher rupee. The
dearness relief sanctioned by the
Government from 1.1.2016 shall also be
paid on rates of disability element and
monthly ex-gratia award to Cadet
(Direct), revised in accordance with the
provision of Govt of India, Min of Def,
Deptt of Ex-Servicemen Welfare letter No. 17(01)/2017(01)/D
(Pension/Policy) dated 04 Sep 2017. The Constant Attendant
Allowance shall now be admissible at enhanced uniform rate
of Rs 6750/- per month, irrespective of the rank with effect
from 1.7.2017.

Facilities for Disabled Ex-Servicemen Through
National Handicapped and Financial
Development Corporation (NHFDC)
The benefits which NHFDC is willing to extend to the Defence
personnel with disabilities are given below:
Loans at concessional rate to soldiers with disability and the
recommended agencies for loan distribution are Department
of Indian Army Veterans for Army, Department of Air Veterans
for Air Force and Department of Ex-Servicemen Association
for Naval personnel. 
Issue of Janaushadhi shops under Pradhan Mantri Bhartiya
Janaushadhi Pariyojna (PMBJP) which visions Quality
Medicines at affordable prices (Government rates ie at highly
subsidised prices) 
Implementing Agency.The NHFDC is the interface between
the beneficiary and Govt including provisioning of all
assistance required. The Bureau of Pharma PSUs of India
(BPPI) under the administrative control of the Department of
Pharmaceuticals, Min of Chemicals and Fertilisers Govt of
India is the implementing agency for PMBJP including issue
of licenses for running of the medicine outlets and provision
of initial corpus of Rs 50,000/-.The disabled soldiers under
the scheme have been exempted from holding a B. Pharm

degree; however, the same is to be offset
by way of a waiver from the Govt in the
form of hiring of person with B Pharm
qualification for the said utility. The
scheme of PMBJP being a self
employment scheme is being dealt with
by Dte General of Resettlement and its
subordinate offices at various Command
HQs. As and where required, the services
of the offices of Rajya Sainik Boards and
Zila Sainik Board will also be
incorporated.

Clarification Regarding
Equivalence to Graduation
Certificate
Issued and Requisite Qualification to In-
Service Teacher belonging to Ex--
Servicemen Category.In terms of Govt of
India, Ministry of Human Resource
Development, Department letter No.
F.No. 1-22/2012-EE-4(P) dated 23 Aug

2017, an Ex-Servicemen who is a matriculate and possesses
Indian Army Special Certificate of Education or the
corresponding certificate in the Navy and Air Force and has
put in not less than 15 years service in the Armed Forces has
been issued Corporal Certificate of Indian Air Force under
Scheme-A, should be treated as also having qualified 10+2
with 50% marks.(The minimum eligibility qualification
programme through ODL conducted by any institution
providing training for untrained in-service teacher working in
schools in accordance approval of NCTE). It will be enable the
untrained in–service primary teachers from ex-serviceman
category to undergo D.El.Ed. programme through ODL mode.

Lump Sum Refund of over Payment of Pension to
the Govt Account
At present, pay bank branches are making the recovery of
excess payment at/over payment from the pensioners at the
rates not exceeding 1/3rd of the net (pension & relief),
payable each month without the sanction of the competent
authority and without the consent of pensioner, higher
instalment after obtaining consent of the pensioner and lump
sum against the arrears due on account of revision, without
the sanction of the authority and consent of pensioner.
Remittance of excess payment/over payment of pension in
instalment causes loss to the Government. Accordingly
Reserve Bank of India has now issued guidelines that
whenever any excess payment/over payment of pension is
detected, the entire amount thereof should be credited to the
Govt. account in one lump sum immediately.

Hony Capt Baldev Singh
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A
dmiral James Stavridis, retired Supreme Commander of
NATO forces, the only naval officer to reach that post,
takes the reader on a voyage of oceans’ history ending
each chapter with relevance for today’s geopolitics. He has

intertwined his  personal experiences as a sailor wherever he was
involved, throughout the narrative. The book is divided into nine
chapters named after four oceans i.e. Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, Arctic
and the Mediterranean, South China and Caribbean seas with
‘Outlaw Sea’ and ‘ America and the Oceans’ as the last two.
He has compared the present US government’s policy to pull out

of ‘Trans Pacific Partnership,’ ‘Dissolve NATO,’ ‘Repudiate linkages
with allies around the world’ with similar isolationist mindset
prevailing between the two world wars resulting in grave
misjudgment. He has quoted Churchill: “Our merchant seamen
displayed their highest qualities and the brotherhood of the seas
was never more strikingly known than in their determination to
defeat the U-boat” referring to 300 German submarines torpedoing
some 3000 merchant ships. Each chapter’s ocean or sea is
accompanied by two maps, one old and one modern.  The one of the
Indian Ocean printed in 1726 having epigraph ‘India is the center
around which its ocean turns’ and the modern one ‘The Indian
Ocean will remain a driving economic force in the world oceans for
decades to come’ with the chapter’s title ‘The Indian Ocean: The
Future Sea’ sums up the text of the chapter.
After the British withdrawal from the Indian Ocean, US and

Soviet Union entered to fill up the vacuum. The Soviets, contrary to
expectations, did not establish any permanent warm water port
base but the US did on Diego Garcia island of the Chagos
Archipelago leased from the UK. But the author does not mention
the plight of Chagos islanders who were forced into Mauritius to eke
out a living there as refugees. He believes Shia-Sunni divide makes
Arabian Gulf volatile, and calls India-Pakistan cold war the most
dangerous flashpoint. He has suggested five point role for the US
there. It should recognise the Indian Ocean as of vital importance.
Second, importance of India, a vibrant legitimate democracy which
will become the most populous nation. ‘In this century, the rise of
India may be the most important single geopolitical driver, and its
engagement in the Indian Ocean will be an enormous part of that.’
Third, build more exercises in the region like the recently completed
Malabar, which brought US, Japan and India together. Fourth,
counter piracy measures. As commander of NATO, if he could bring
Russia, China, Pakistan, India and Iran (who are no friends of NATO)
to cooperate, ‘there are few things that cannot be successfully done.’
Fifth, (without mentioning how it can be done) use US diplomacy to
solve India-Pakistan conflict and Shia-Sunni divide in the Arabian
Gulf. ‘How the geopolitics of the Indian Ocean unfolds will be a
crucial vector for the overall trends of the twenty-first century

A FUTURE NAVAL STRATEGY
Milind R. Paranjpe

SEA POWER: THE HISTORY AND
GEOPOLITICS OF THE WORLD’S

OCEANS
BY ADMIRAL JAMES STAVRIDIS, USN

PENGUIN PUBLISHING GROUP, 
JUNE 6, 2017

PAGES: 364 (HARD COVER)
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geopolitics.’
Stavridis has quoted vitriolic remarks from ‘Dabiq’

magazine of the Islamic State. In order to stop possible
infiltration of its jihadists from Libya into Italy, the nearest
European shores, he has suggested invoking NATO for its
involvement in different ways. An 1811 map of the South
China Sea is titled ‘East India Isles’. Author calls it ‘a likely zone
of conflict’. He recalls a visit to the prison in Hanoi where
senator (then Navy pilot) John McCain was held and tortured.
Vietnamese are interested in the US ‘because of the
economic, political and military benefits that would allow
Vietnam to maintain an independent posture vis-a-vis China’. 
International scholars agree that China’s new strategy to

build artificial islands in the South China Sea is preposterous.
‘International courts have ruled definitively against China
which simply ignored them and continued to aggressively
build and conduct its maritime operations as though it owned
the South China Sea in its entirety.’ Therefore, he suggests, the
US must maintain open communication with China. The US
should strengthen relationship with existing allies and
encourage them to work together better e.g. enabling
conversations at events like Shangri-La Dialogue (an annual
gathering of strategic thinkers in Singapore) and encouraging
TrackI (government channel) and Track II (non government
channel) engagements; lift ban on weapons sale to Vietnam.
The US should sternly emphasise in international forums like
UN, G-7 and ASEAN that fundamental tenets of international
law are against China. The US should itself sign the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). Last,
traditional rights of transit (mare liberum) should be enforced
through China’s claims at sea and in air. Now is the time. He
has pointed out that in UNCLOS, the conditions under which
nations can transit another nation’s Exclusive Economic Zone
(200 nautical miles) are somewhat ambiguous. The US
chooses to interpret it as permitting  to conduct national
surveillance (a euphemism for spying) outside territorial
waters i.e.12 miles. China, India and others vehemently
dispute this. Overall, the South China Sea will be a maritime
hinge upon which huge geopolitical issues will swing.
Section on ‘Peril of the Arctic Ocean’ is eye opener. ‘Every

time the earth’s temperature rises one degree, the
temperature at the North Pole rises five degrees, largely the
result of methane gas.’ The warming effect  on the permafrost
there could be the catalytic event that drives global disaster.
According to Stavridis, in spite of possessing Alaska, the US
has never placed a great deal of emphasis on the Arctic. The
US has only one icebreaker, Russia has 30. It is notable,
however, that American submarines can resurface in the
Arctic, breaking the pack ice. The Arctic Council, the
intergovernmental forum, has 8 permanent members and 12
observers, India being one of them! Besides, indigenous
people living north of the Arctic circle have permanent
representation. Even in the Arctic Ocean, UNCLOS applies.
In the Outlaw Sea author has considered piracy, illegal

fishing and damage to environment. Connection between
Somali piracy and terrorism and Islamic State has come to
light. ‘But the biggest act of criminal behaviour on the high
seas is the wilful and preventable damage to the environment
that goes on every day.’
In the final chapter he has enunciated ‘A Naval Strategy For

The Twenty-first Century,’ which I observe, is the most
important part of the book. One is astonished to read “the fact
that the overwhelming bulk of internet activity travels along
submarine cables fails to register with the public. High flying
satellites orbiting the crowded skies, continent-spanning
microwave towers and a million miles of old 20th century
copper phone wire all carry but a fraction of the Earth’s
Internet traffic compared with deep sea fibre optic cables.”
Signals capacity of satellites is severely limited whereas
underwater fibre optic cables deliver signals at nearly the
speed of light.

Author has explained the principles of the  theory of Sea
Power expounded by Alfred Thayer Mahan the late 19th
century American naval strategist fairly in detail with its
relevance today.  The US has 7 fleets located in different parts
of the world. He advocates 8th one to be stationed in the
Indian Ocean. Calling India an emerging superpower, he
recommends strengthening ties with India at all levels,
particularly cooperating in maritime realm including sale of
AEGIS missile ships and operation of nuclear submarines.
Surprisingly, no mention is made of 1971 Bangladesh war and
unwelcome arrival of the 7th fleet in the Bay of Bengal.
This book, full of valuable information, is a must read for

anyone interested in the geopolitics of the world oceans.

Captain Milind R Paranjpe, ex- Dufferin, is a retired
master mariner with over 50 years in shipping. He is the
author of "Ramblings of Sea Life,” a book of some of his

experiences at sea. He can be contacted at
captparanjpe@gmail.com
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AFTER THE BRITISH WITHDRAWAL FROM THE
INDIAN OCEAN, US AND SOVIET UNION ENTERED
TO FILL UP THE VACUUM. THE SOVIETS,
CONTRARY TO EXPECTATIONS, DID NOT
ESTABLISH ANY PERMANENT WARM WATER
PORT BASE BUT THE US DID ON DIEGO GARCIA
ISLAND OF THE CHAGOS ARCHIPELAGO LEASED
FROM THE UK. BUT THE AUTHOR DOES NOT
MENTION THE PLIGHT OF CHAGOS ISLANDERS
WHO WERE FORCED INTO MAURITIUS TO EKE
OUT A LIVING THERE AS REFUGEES. HE BELIEVES
SHIA-SUNNI DIVIDE MAKES ARABIAN GULF
VOLATILE, AND CALLS INDIA-PAKISTAN COLD
WAR THE MOST DANGEROUS FLASHPOINT. 
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The Great Game — also known as Bolshaya Igra — was all about
intense rivalry between the British and Russian Empires in
Central Asia (from early 19th century to early 20th century),
wherein Britain sought to influence or control much of Central
Asia to create a buffer to her empire’s "crown jewel,” India.
Declassified British archives in fact clearly reveal why the Brits
partitioned India to create Pakistan (Unravelling the Kashmir
Knot, by Aman Hingorani-Sage) — to extend the great barrier
for Russia and to create  a long-term loyal puppy of the British,
as also a thorn in India’s side.

The Brits failed to predict the irony that when India needed
arms to deal with two hostile neighbours and neither they nor
any western power provided them, it would be Soviet Russia
supplying up to 70 percent arms and equipment to India’s three
armed forces at very political prices and forging a long-term
friendship. Whereas Britain’s aim in the Great Game was
extension and protection of its power while plundering the
resources of its colonies, World War II
marked the beginning of the end of
the British Empire. Eventually, with
the US and USSR emerging as powers
representing the western and eastern
blocs, the new Great Game became
one of power-power to trade, power
to prevent rivals and smaller nations
from trading, sanctions etc.

A further irony was that a decade
after USSR’s breakup, despite
sanctions, India and Russia signed an
agreement in February 1998, to
design, develop, manufacture and
market BrahMos (coined as a combo
of Brahmaputra and Moscva rivers), a
versatile supersonic cruise missile
system, capable of launch from land,
aircraft, ships and even submarines,
which was successfully accomplished
by 2006, producing the world's fastest
cruise missile. The collapse of the
Soviet Union left five Central Asian
Republics (CAR) namely Kazakhstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan
and Kyrgyzstan as the largest
landlocked region, with no access to
any ocean and dependent on Russia,
China, Iran and other nations to
provide it access to warm ports.The
Trade Game, a revised extension to

India-Central Asia Relations: The Economic Dimension, is the
work of  Dr. Amiya Chandra,  a senior level bureaucrat  who, in
the Commerce Ministry, has handled the East European region
including Central Asia, and was part of the Indian government’s
delegation which set up India’s trade route to Central Asia via
Iran.

This study endeavours to evaluate the extent and pattern of
over two decades of their economic and trade ties in order to
make a future projection of the on-going relations. It seeks the
Indian policymakers to be aware of the fact that an all-round
economic engagement with Central Asia can be an answer to
New Delhi’s multiple objectives: (a) to maintain India’s positive
political influence in the region, (b) to meet India’s energy
requirements, (c) to enhance and bring better efficiency in
Indian manufacturing through strategic material sourcing, (d)
to develop new markets for Indian products and services and (e)
for mutual prosperity, promoting and strengthening people to

people contact.
To overcome the problem of the

CARs being landlocked, India’s
short-term objective is trying to
reactivate a shorter, cheaper and
quicker route to Central Asia. This is
the International North-South
Transport Corridor (INSTC) that
runs through Iran and was agreed
upon by India, Iran and Russia in
2002. The INSTC has been expanded
to include other members, such as
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Ukraine and Belarus. The INSTC
envisages a movement of goods to
and from Mumbai to the Bandar
Abbas port in Iran by sea, from
Bandar Abbas to Bandar-e-Anzali
(an Iranian port on the Caspian Sea)
by rail and road, from Bandar-e-
Anzali to Astrakhan (a Russian port,
across the Caspian Sea) by ship and
from Astrakhan to other regions in
Russia by rail. According to feasibility
studies, this route could reduce the
time and cost of container delivery
by 30–40percent. This route may
provide access not just to Central
Asia, but also Russia and the South
Caucasus, with a viable access to the
sea through the territory of Iran.

TRADE: THE NEW GREAT GAME
Lt Col Anil Bhat

THE TRADE GAME: ENGAGING WITH
CENTRAL ASIA

BY AMIYA CHANDRA
PENTAGON PRESS

PAGES: 332 IN HARDBACK
PRICE: RS. 995/- / $ 29.95
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I absolutely love bitter
gourd regularly in my
diet. My two favourite
ways of using this is as a
juice and dry vegetable
with onions and
tomatoes. In order to
make an effective body
cleanse, I usually prepare
this together for an
evening meal with rotis or
parathas once a week.

Bitter gourd is an
excellent source of
calcium, iron, magnesium

and vitamins including vitamin C. It strengthens the immune
system and helps the body in fighting allergies. It is also great for
regulating the digestive system and adds to dietary fibre. In
addition, bitter gourd is filled with anti oxidants and works
wonders to cleanse the liver. In order to maintain good health
we must keep our internal organs clean and healthy too. And
bitter foods are great for the liver in particular andfor boosting
the digestive system in general.

RECIPE: BITTER GOURD JUICE
Ingredients:
One large bitter gourd (I use the Chinese variety which is much
larger in size. If you are using the more familiar Indian one you
will need 3 or 4 of these)
� One lime
� One tea spoon rock salt 
� Water

Method
To prepare the bitter gourd for juicing, first clean it thoroughly
and then slice off the ends. Then slice the bitter gourd through
the centre and remove the seeds and the white or red cottony
coating inside. The bitter gourd can now be put into the juicer.
Once the juice is extracted, remove into a larger container and
add equal quantity of drinking water. Add the juice of one whole
lime and also one tea spoon of rock salt. Taste this now and see
how you feel. The measurements I have given are usually just
right for my taste buds but if you are new to this, then maybe
add a bit more water or lime juice to reduce the bitterness. Have
this immediately or let this chill in the fridge for some time.

RECIPE: BITTER GOURD VEGETABLE
There are many ways to prepare bitter gourd. You can make this
Bharva style, or prepare with other vegetables. I enjoy this best
with onions and tomatoes like a regular vegetable dish.
Ingredients:
� One large bitter gourd (or 4-5 small variety)
� One onion chopped

� Two tomatoes chopped
� One green chilli chopped
� One tea spoon cumin
� One tea spoon garam masala
� One tea spoon Kashmiri lal mirch
� Hing-one pinch
� 2-3 tea spoonsaamchur (dry mango powder)
� Oil-2-3 tablespoons
� Salt.

Method
To prepare the vegetable, first wash the bitter gourd thoroughly.
Then remove the ends and cut open. I remove all the seeds and
only leave the cottony white part inside where there are no
seeds. You can check by pressing it with your fingers to feel for
the hidden seeds. Then I slice this again in the centre and then
chop into smaller bite size pieces.

Heat oil in a pan. Add hing and jeera. Add the onions and
green chilli and sauté for about two minutes. Then add the
remaining dry ingredients (except for the aamchur which is
added at the end). Now add the chopped bitter gourd and stir
well. Cover and let cook for five minutes. Now add the salt and
tomatoes. Cover and let cook, stirring occasionally till the bitter
gourd is cooked through. When it's done, turn off the flame and
add the dry mango powder. Voila! Your dish is ready! I love bitter
gourd with freshly made parathas, which I usually have once a
week along with bitter gourd juice. Hope you too will try out
these recipes and include this amazing food in your diet.

Ms Aditi Pathak is based in Singapore. Widely travelled and
from a Services background, cooking is one of her many

passions.

GINGER GOURD: THE PERFECT BODY CLEANSER

Aditi Pathak
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The visit of Lt Gen. Mattis (retd), the US Defense Secretary (equivalent to
our Raksha Mantri) had focused more on what India can do to support
America's agenda in Afghanistan, and not on another defence deal as

many had predicted. Apparently the US wants the Modi Government's regional
strategy to be dovetailed into the new US strategy for Afghanistan in particular,
and the Indian Ocean region in general. The challenge therefore for India is, 'how
to play it's cards to get the benefits of what America brings on the table, but also
retain its strategic autonomy?'

An assertion by the Indian defence minister that there would be 'no Indian
boots on the ground in Afghanistan,’ was apparently meant to address the
concerns of those that do not want Indian troops to suffer the same fate of the
Americans and their allies in Afghanistan, caught up as they are in an endless
quagmire with nothing to show after a decade of intervention. But India has
made substantial military contributions  in that war torn land, by training
Afghan soldiers and policemen, supplies of armed helicopters, etc. all adding to
Pakistan's annoyance.

More understated however was the fact that America also wishes to build up
India as a strong counter to China's growing footprint in the Indian Ocean
Region (IOR). To that effect, what India is to get from the US — following Mr.
Modi's meeting President Trump — are 22 Guardian Predator Naval
Reconnaissance Drones which are probably the most advanced military
technology platform that US has offered to India, till date. This will certainly
enhance the Indian navy's surveillance capabilities in the Indian Ocean, and if
armed as they can be, it would add an additional lethal punch. Pakistan is
certainly worried, but so must Beijing be.

But for India, the one factor that it cannot ignore despite all the assurances of
American support, is that India is a front line state facing the Chinese and has to
remain prepared to battle the China-Pak nexus, over a two front war, if push
comes to shove. Most observers are of the view that the Doklam standoff wasn't
the last along the Himalayas, where India is a front line state facing China.  And
while India enjoys, at least for now, a maritime edge over the Chinese in the
Indian ocean and much superiority over Pakistan in the high seas, it must
enhance its naval assets for further power projection in the IOR. This could work
as a suitable counter to Chinese territorial ambitions in the Himalayas, and also
in the Indo-Pak context, as Indian Navy can easily blockade the coastline of
Pakistan in the event of a confrontation.

Therefore, India has to devise a strategy that could build in what America
brings to the table but most importantly how far is India willing to go along with
Washington's game plan. America in reality is still unwilling to contest the
Chinese aggressively, because of China's massive economic engagements with
the US. And despite Mr. Trump having named and shamed Pakistan in public —
possibly the first time by a US President — America’s dependence on Pakistan
could only increase if Mr. Trump's new approach to Afghanistan to push in more
troops and with willingness to stay, is to be implemented. In short, while
Afghanistan will remain the immediate focus of the American administration,
India should plan on winning over the Americans in Afghanistan, with its soft
power and development initiatives, to draw in the powerful clout of the
American Navy for a more binding commitment towards India in the IOR which
not only is perhaps the largest maritime trade route in the world but holds the
key to development in Asia and the future of any conflict between Asia's two
giants- China and India. 

For more details on Maroof Raza, visit:  https:/ / www.maroofraza.com.

INDIAN 
OCEAN, NOT
AFGHANISTAN,
SHOULD BE
INDIA’S FOCUS

Maroof Raza
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A PEACEFUL SKY THANKS TO 
THOSE WHO DEFEND IT.

Boeing is proud to salute the Indian Air Force 

as it celebrates its 85th anniversary.
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